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THE SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER COMMISSION

yF-

-The Scientific Manpower Commission is a nonprofit torporation.made dp of

.Commissioners reRresentipg- its pleven* member scientific societies.'

(

,

The. Commission is charged with the collection, analysis and disseminatioh

of reliAble information pertaining to the manpower resources of the United States in

the fields of science, engineering and technology; promotion of the,best possIble

programs of education and training of potential scienti'sts:engineers'a,nd tethniciani

and development of policies of utilization of scientific, elagineertng and technological

manpoiver by educational institutions; industry and government far optimum benefit to

the nation.

MEMBER SOCIETIES OF'SMC

American AnthroOological Association
American Association for the Advancement of Science .

American AstronOmical Socid.ty
American Chemical Society

American Institute'of Biological Sciences
American Institute of Chemists
American.:Institute of Physics

Americas Psychologital Association
American Statistical 'AssgLiation

Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences

,Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology

rq MANPOWER ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SOCiE,TY OF.WASHINGTON,' D. C.

.

,

. _ 'The' Manpower Analysis'and Planning Society isan vganizationof.mappower

professionals devoted to the advancement of concepts, methods and systems:for,the

generation of demand/supply assessments and other analytic information that' wilA

.- .. 'facilitate decision-making (at national, regional and organizational levels)

concerning policies and programs for the development and utilization of human resources. 1

Founded in 1966% MAP's purposes_ include: improving the art and expandthg,'

toe application of Manpower Analysis and Planning;jostering an fnterchan e of ideas

and information among i'ts members; advocating and presenting positions to ublic arid,

private organizations on manpower issues; increasing the skill's of manpowe

practitibners through the development and promotion of educational activit es; and

promoting high ethical and professional standards for manpoWer practitioners
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THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND PCILICIES,ON MANPOWER PLANNING FOR SCIENTISTS

'AND ENGINEERS, PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS

. . .

A workshop conducted by Scientific,Manpower Commission and Manpower Analysis and
Planning Society of Washington,; D. C., on March 31 and April 1, 1977 in Arlington,

'Virginia

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing the peed to examine the manpowerimplications'afyprolifei-tin9lb
federal legislation and its resulting 'regulations; and conCerned with the increased
expectations of women and minorities in a period, of sl.owed economic growth, the
Scientific Manpower Commission and the Manpower Analysis and Planning Society
of Washington,-D. C. conducted a workshop to examine the impact of federal programs
and policies on manpoWer planning for scientists and engineers.

Some of the workshop objectives were summarized in the opening remarks. ..

"We are gradually learning that the availability of trained
and motivated workers, gainfully and productively employed\during
an appropriate segment of their lives, depends upon avariety bf

))factors. These factors, in tur , are influenced by increasingly
pervasivezprograms and policiea if the federal government. Seldom
are these,programs and policies viewed in their. relationships as
individual agencies pursue individual objectives. It is imperative
that those involved in analysis and planning of manpower develop
this brpader picture and seek such means dc this workshop torbring .

.it into focus;
-1".

'"We'do not just concern ourselves with actuarial counting df
positions available and positions sought. The government provides
stimulus for new curricula, for, curricular cont4nt, for.predoctoral
funds, for postdoCtoral funds, and even for career or modified life
grants. As these stimuli xelate to 'certain disciplines and not'to
.all, as they ebb and flow under the pressures upon Congress, as.
they reflect the disciplinary background or interests of program

'managers, just so they impact upon the next generation in too frequent.
over- supply, under-employment and welfate.

. r

1
"Further, there a notable, even alarming, increase in

government edicts an 'directives now pre4Cribing how one trained
in science .end /Dr engineering. performs his job. Individuals with
no'designated training or qualifications can determine whether an
'industrijt complying with. certain regulitions, whether a laboratory
meets requirements or whether a fee for an unusual situationmust
conform to one'estiblisheffer the routine. The impact -DI-the
superabundance of regulating agencies upon the challenge -and attraC-.
tiveness of the world of the professional must be eecogrfized and
countered.

"We,must admit that, the present largely intuitive approaches'
have not done so well. Thii workshop,shpuld be but-one to explore
the full range from education, training support, retraining and
continuing kc,lucation efforts, minimum wages,.criteria for welfare/o
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'government wagesice rtification and licefisjng w hich, wittinglyor

unwittingly; contribute to-our concern. about manpovier and inhibit

our capability in manpower,planniaT."

Oi:.Richard Trumbull-, President

Sciehtific ManpoweYCOmmission'

,
"The degree to whichthe objectives of a national program are

achieved is prirrfari.ly dependent upon ...'the human'resources avail- :

able,tecarry it out. ... Conversely, the personal well being of each

individual in the workforce is primarily dependentupon his knowing

that his abilities are properly used and that he Tas oppor'tunities

ifor further growth:- .

. - ..

"Manpower planning technololiy ,an contribute b ensuring that

....,tfiese humans ietources are productively used."

Morton Ettelstein, President !
Manpower AnalySis,and Planning Society .

..1

All segments of society-are affected by and must confront these issues.

Some governMent agencies are responsible for implementing national legWation.

Others are charged with colle!ting and analyzing the,data required for adequate_

planning and implementation,
,

Educational institutions, which,both-train and employ scientists and

engineers, are often assisted'and sometimes hobbled by Overnment programs and

policies. Employers, both public and private, must adjust to changes required

by government regulations as they plan and carry but.their responsibilities to

students, employees and stockholders. Finally, individual,scientists and engi-'

neers and a concerned public have a stakein manpower planning as it atompts

to insure adequate Supplies of trained scientists andenlineers and means for

utilizing those who aretrained all within the context of other national

interest.

Thismorkshop attempted to explore the complex relationships 'among these

diverse interests, seeking for a better understanding of,the most effective ways

to serve the needs of all segments of our technological-Society through better .

manpower planning. ,

Ninety six participants, including twenty five panelists carried'out a

stimulating dialogue that mixed information exchange with some differences of.

opinion', and achieved atthe.minumun a concentrated period of interOct.ion among'

personsconcerneq with, scientific and engineeriqg manpower in_government, industry,

academe, and the Professional societies. The workshop did not provide any magical

`solutions to complex problems. sit'did provide a forum for mutual discussion, and

'the exchange of information.and.ideds.
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F'ORMAT 'F T E WORKSHOP

/

Both federal activities' and federai.nujeS ihd'regillattons-impatvariousaY_,
on.difirent kinds of organizations and on indiriddkil Scient4sts and engineers.
Three workshop panels ettempteCto deal with this diversity in-an interrelated .: ..

manner, / ,
.

. . .
,r

Panel I included repreentatives of

..

th,ree'federal agencies responsible for "i.
carrying out specific legislative. mandates, Such as developing alternative sources
of energy, protecting the environment, and insuring adequate- health care. .Each of ------
these organizations is concerned with the deveftment'and utilization of scientists'
and engineers as this affectstheie ability to carry out their legislative mandate.

- The 'fe4eral government impacts on both state and local governmentagencies
ctlerged with similar project-oriented functions;-and with the private sector
witch is' both regulated bp and contributory to federally legislated objectives,
and adjusts its aperations'accordingly.

.4o. Panel II included representatives of federal support agencies having Manpower
employment, utilization, regulation and eduction responsibilities.. The National..
Science Foundation, the U.S.Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics and
the National Center for Education Statistics are charged with collecting and analy-

. zing statistical information on manpower resources in science and engineering,, to,
provide thetasi for national planning.ind pOlidy formulatiofi.

Manpower"and training agencies at the state leyel:represented by one suph-
agency in Pennsylvania, and a pilot-program poperatedby a federal agency itdthe
local .level indicated .some of the great diveitsityof,government impact pn:individuals..

The

several federat regulatory agencies were represented Vy the Equal Employ-,
mentdOppertuOity Commission examining the effect Of affirmative action legislation
on manpower planning

.
.. .

.

Colleges and universities, as both producers and employers of scientists and-
engineers, are linked with these government, agencies at every stage. .

7

. .5 Panel III considered the impact of federal programsand policies on individual
scientists and engineers. The counseling process, particular3y.as it influences
young woMen., and the effect of public interest in and public.understanding,of
science and engineering on the, recruitment, education and-utilization of scientists:
and engineerere viewed as a prelude to the manpower activities of professional
societies and unions ;iho'act as- representatives for scientists andengineers. Q.
Specific-concerns were:

IL
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SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Philip P. Nowers

Program Manager,-

Waste .Equipment ManufacturesInSt*te..

.
'Summarizing, a workshop such as this one is always difficult and the. result's'

rarely satisfactory. In part this is the result of.a format that pUts:a wide

variety of ideas,-data, and-opinions before an audience in a dompressed peiod

of time. In part it is related to the,many uses and shadesof meaning ascribed

to the word "manpower" byithose.who deal With -the complex phenonienon of human.

resource stud.); and management. ,

In spite of these inherentpOblems there were recurring themes in the

5>

presentationt which can be summarized. Given the situation in the manpower. field

and the format Of the program this is all the more'remarkable.

The first [Art of this,,,eummary will enumerate, in g6nerarterms, those-themes

that most of the speakers touched upon-in their presentations. While the termi-

nology may differ from that preferred by the,speakerS, the ideas and concerns

constituted a' significant part of their presentations. Second;.brief.references

to the specific talks,ndicate howthey.relate to the Ideas presented here.

lete summaries'
owed .

tion in no

workshop.

This section is-cursory because the reader may refer to the more com

in'the volume. Finally, some conclusions and.recommendations t4t f

. reasonably from this review-of the workshop are presented. -This se,

way reflects a,consensus of thOse attending'or'participating jn th

p

Interoccupatimal Mobility
4*-

. .

If we-look at our own oarges_ad4those'of our-associates Elie cannot help

6 but be Struck by the extraordinary amount of flexibility Which6our h man'tesotirC'e

system not only allows but demands. A recent Labor Departmen stud cited in

.the Wall Street Journal /(2/£1/773'found that only.47% of men, d 40%.ofwomen

with jobs in 1965 had the'same.,occupation in 1970. That is in additiow4to-changes

.

in jobs, close to half the labor force-actually -entered dif erent occupations .

clver a five year period.
.

'

the'implications.of such a finding, which experienc= corroborates, are ,

,

enormous4Or manpower planners and analysts, For one t ng it suggests that any

model bated on fixed occupational or educational attrib tes is wholly inappropriate

for cobditions.in the United States2 at least as-far-a the 'verall labor force

is concerned. An'exception to this ru% might be Wbe rig= licensing or carti-

,; fioation requirements place le_gal limig on entry to =arti la'r fields. Law and

,
medicine ere-examples of this case, aAd-to lesser egree some areas of.scignce

. end.enineering: /

Adequacy of Conceptual and Empirical Tool's 4'

7-
I

5)

. -

Directly related to the high Mobility_of th a

in: most cases attempts -to count or project the vail

-eventually be confounded by the dynamic fortes that c

demAnd.cKarges. This mpansi by definition, th t the

attempting to adjust supply and 'demand. It A o me

designed for or assuming etSential stability/ n th

aco considerable frustratibn.

.
4 9.

forte is the fact that,
le supply of labor will

ntjftually reshape it as
labor market is adjusting or

s that'planning approaches -

relevant labor .force
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Some proach4s are, howevet, re'l'atively well adapted to theArconditions
and it is' importantto identify and support diese efforts While it.weuld be

. --timoi to simply-abandon traditional measures and definitiOn, it is equally
unwise no ty to-move beyond them dnto azea% that suggest greater promise
for the future...-

41
Sex and Race inthe Labor Force

'r

The nation has embracOd a policy of increasing, both quantitatively and
qualitatively,. the labor force participation and utiliiat4on.araT1 levels of.
women and racial mjnorities.

. .

This policy.has broad appeal and political support. rt alsooproducesithger.
, and fear among some individual's -at all levels of responsibility. Changes are

occ rring both voldntarily and under federal enforcement programs of various
types, and these changes are seen as too slowby some and tooxapidiby others

";

One immediatek impact of thit policy has.been to bring the manpower planning

into the board roots and the court room to help formulate practical programslithit
. will lead to the upgrading of women and minorities in the job market without un-

necessariwaste or disruption. It is a challenging role and one thabl-demand5
a degree of vigor, perception and dedication'seldom required in the past. Yet,

it is a role that. should not be evaded, 'because in the absence of adequate data,

sensitive guidance and realistic expectations we are likely to en4 up with having
spent,heavily and accomplished little.

4 stScope of the Presentation #

Three federalogover;ment agency representatives (Environmental Protection
Agency,'Energy Research and Development Administrafion, Health Resiurces Admin-
istration),discussed their-experience;, with manpower planning. While each had
widely varying .kinds of experience and resources with which,to probe the sugject
each expressed a feelisg that basic and important issues hadmanaW to elude
themY One speaker noted that new approaches to manpower analysis were needed
due to an absence of a fixed technology i'n new fields of endedvor, Ansther,

suggested that more-attention should be paid to analyzing data from'small samples
.rather than attempting to inventory stacks'ofskjlled workers.

.
. ,

.
'

Two represent 0illives of,e private sector discpssed affi
,41

ative action in .N

employment programs and 'some of the consequences of current policies.The
challenge of changing technology (factor relationships) was presentecO4ith some
new analytical approaches appropriate at)theicro level. The inadequacy of '. .

-traditional ocupationalor disciplinary groupings was highlighted.
1

.' Two 'speakers presented state-level probleMTexas, Pennsylvania), At this ;
. . .

level all of the difficulties encountered on the federal, level exist and are

further compounded by significant geographiC mobility and extremely modest
. finyrcial resources., Better approaches apparently are,needed.

,

deports from three federal government agencies that study the labor market
(National Center for Education Statistics, Delpartment,of tabor's Educationil
Traibing,Administration.an its Bureafi'Of Labor Statistics, National Scie e

*A
Foundation) indicate that.while much of what they do, is of necessity tradi ionaL,
there are new ideas being developed and ;demonstrated that show promise-b eifIg

more attuned to the requirements of manpower decision- making.
.

.

.
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'',4 representative of the higher education community pointed outthe limits

. of.usinspuniversities as vehicles for.feder l manpower management. oRapid shifts

V

in federal- policy were 'seen as disruptive an essary, while t -continued

linkage between higher, education and the federaa governmentNis in itable.

EEOC t'epresentative discussed the Tegal and philosophical basis of

"affirmative *action" in the labor market: Two Other speakers highlighted the,i

spetill:problems. of women in'scientific and engineering fields,' providing reffitiders.

of the continuing need for better and more availabla.data and for renunciation

. in,every area of the damaging myths that.have kept women out of participation

in the scientific.enterpfise.
4 .

-1wo speakers from professional societies diScuyed the tenuous relationship

between professional'educattpon apd jobs and how this affects their roles and

services. A professiontl Alton representative noted that no one today cah expect

the luxury of a lifeti.md -job and discussed the -need.for aids to versatility in',

the workplace. .

Recommendations (

,
. .

,,t 1. ,By whatever name it is called, the all-important flactor of high inter-

occupational mobility. resulting, in part'from continually clanging productive

relationshi.ps and in part from highly adaptable workers neelis to be moved igto

the,analytical spotliahtby -manpower professionals. There has been an historical

tendency to assumethls factor away for the sake of conceptual models which teethed..

reasonable and offered.the.promise of an early payoff. Unfortun tely, the models

.become virtually uselessjor projecting the future because of thi element..

/
. , .

,
.

.

-2. Aew.empirical approaches'are4needed that emphasize tasks rather-thAO

occupational titles, programs rather than educational liistdries. Sot* elements

, of the*NSF Manpower Characteristics System take this approach and theq should

be recognized and used. One speaker noted t need for activity analysis In

industry inre4ognitjon oft-the fact that near ) ,everyone "Makes.their oWn job.!'

There are challenges 'in developing adequaie tools to meet this need. To

become too theoretical is to risk putting oneself into the position that any

measurement at-all is impossible. On the other hal.. labor *allocated in the

United States by a market,ialbe.it an imperfect one, and every attempt should be

made to incorporate this fact into empiricar work rather thaR assuming it away.

3. The full integration of women and minorities into the American labor

market and specifically into science and engineering can'be doneonlY with the.

active cooperation of the manpower community. Cos
e.avoided by timely and well-executed studi

rid new data and on.changing time-worn assumptio

hink that such an ambi ious and deep change can
of,legal- action alone i unrealistic.

Conclusion

,

The intent of this workshop was,to concentrate on the,impact of federal

'reguldtions and activities on the supply and utilization of scientists and

enginee(S. Federal invo.vement in'the scientific and engineering labor market

is, substantial and virtually permanent.' The'federal government has spent both,

errors and miscalculations

made on the basIs of, existing
which no longer apply. To

cur efficiently on the basis i '

is

II
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mdrwy,--end effort on monitoring and influencing the numbers
.0

and the utilizaittcfn '4'
,

,
1:7 technical ly ski 1 1 etd Americans'.,

.,
.

.
.

..
. .

10 , t
The /Plumber of,speakers and t1Tefir brad interests attest to the degree to .,

'which the government's influence 15 present in the scientific \and engi-neering
labor market: A basic mess* of th,0' wotricshop was that the skills of the man s .4.power analyst can and should 'be uSedto insVre that government actio .become.
neither overbearing nor -nuhterpr.educti ve...,. Manpoweruprofessional s c probably .

.best real ize that goal by ;deerel4ping4":better appksches , ,too-k , 'and pol icy . f
Atdrnatiyes7 so that our mb-st -tmlioct akifqesdurceS ,the human ones; are not , -

mi'S-Tsed. , . -, . 1,0 '

'
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PANEL

. ACTIVJTIES A iiRNS Of ORGANIZATIONS WITH `DIRECT

: RESPONSIBILITIES FOLJMPLEMENTING NATIONAL LEGISLATION,
- fe

SPecificconcerns'addressed.by this panel'were: ,
.

Mpgk at.4 te attainment oi.tegatatec
The impoAtarice a .

Met..hzdatogia and 4y§temo -6ofc detuunining manpowe.n and paining needs

ketative to supply. . ,

. ;

,..

-..

,

Relationships wyl otheA6 inAeligning.eciacciti,an and VIaiming p&ognano tb-

meet needs, e4peciatty as they potain to incitgaz eTiaticipaion 06 women,

and minmitia.
S'

..

COMidvtations impo4 ed by aiiimat.i.ve ac&on: -1,eg,-&5 2a t , ,

INTRODUCTION '-'PANEL I
:

Michael 'F.4Crotiley

-Staff Associate,:Matipower Section
Division `of Sciehce Resources StUdi,e-

National Science Foundation

In 197$, the Labor Department published the results of-a-study fielded by the- -

- National Science Fodeldation which stated that:, ,

"The repercussions of goVernmentaction2and.policies are:
far reaching And exceedingly complex. Many 'federpl'programs

are. developed without any consideration or assesstent,of the

consequences df theinoperation on the manpower resources of the:

country.a while such an assessment perhaps would not solve

any conflic in.values or in priorities inherent in the opera-
tion of:different,programs, it.would'assiSt in the decision-,

making process."*
4

OvailAthings
cbanged.since that report was issued? Do Government agencies

an,a04ateorganizations assess the Manpower-imRlication of national
lation.and Federal policies? -Y

0yr first'panel-Centers around.the,activities and concerns of or4anizations -

public and private - with, direct responsibilit4es, for implementing national'legts-
latiOn. By "direct responsibilities for Implementing nationaFlegislaieW we
mean thdse GovernMent.agencies responsible for'carryIng_outspecific mandates such

as developing 'alternative sd4irces of energy, protecting tha.environment, insuring

adequatehealth care, and reliving eqUal oppordnity for employment. In carrying

out their legls14tive mandates; the Federal agencies- impact on state and 'Iota'!" ,

governor on the private sector since the federal government freqdently uses

priVate -,Jionprofit institutions, and stale anUocal governments .as the4ntn-

, cipal channels for carrying out-required activities7.or because the legislation,
such as requfiTments, fon clean air and affirmative action; may directly affect a,

firm or avnty;e1Opods of operation.

-

L. 0-
* Impact ofFederal Pollution`Control and Abatement Ekpenditures on Manpower

Requirements., Bulletin 1836, U:S. Department of Labor, Aureau,of Labor Statistics,

1975.

1.-.r,
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CURRENTSTATUS OF MANPOWER PLANNING AT THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

J. Donald Cook '

Acting,Directocr of Educat

Manpower and Training aff
. :Environmental Protectio Agency

S

The Environmental Protection' Agency employs a high proportion of mid-level
sciltists and engipeers- about 60% of total EPA/employment.of 10',000: In

direct pollution control, 700,000 persons areworking nationwide including those
n state asidlOcal'governments. Skill needs are critical in toxicology for

'problems inwaste water and"integrated pest management..

Ptograms to correct manpower shortages should include'!

-

T. Trying to'get giaduatesip work in the through such
inducements a forgiveable loans;

7P
2. Joining manpower and training activities with research grants;

3. Increasing theamguntof co-oping; and

4. Seeking expert consulting advice'to provide short-term technical skills.'

0

A.significant problem is how to get politioal skills to sCientislis and engineers
so that everybody involved can agree on Olicy-making and execution.

..,

4

'MANPOWER ASSESSMENT IN A MISSIN AGENCY
(THE RECENT ERDA EXPERIENCE)

Norman Seltzer
Director, Manpower Assessment Office,

Energy Re5earch and Development Administration

. The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA.) is a new agency
with its mission defined in the mid-1970's. It is not only new, it is so dynamic
in fact,'thatthe Manpower Assessment Office has,beem reorganized three times in
one. year!

t.
.

The Manpower Assessment Office (MAO) is unique because the 1974 Energy Re-
organization' act is unique. That legislatibp charges ERDA with 1,suring an-adequate
f.ipplyof,energy manpower though the collection, analysis and disseminationof
necessary manpower supply and demand'data. The Act ilso directs ERDA to do near
and long-term planning and to build on; not duplicate the efforts of other public
agencies and private organizations. This three-fold mandatelforms the basis for
the Manpower Assessment Office.

A

'We are attempting to design systems which provide needs assessment information,
develop plans based on that information, and to do it all in a-cost- effective
nrer bg using, not duplicating, existing resources.

A three-faceted program at ERDA responds explicitly to the three parts.orour
legislative mandate. A comprehensive inforTatiOn system will collect, integrate
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and,,maintain base line data on energy-manpower emproyment and utilization. We

will ,develop methodologies for near, mid and leing,r4nge planning, as well as for

fn-depth' assessments; and finally, develop a positive program to work systematically

with and use data from dther agencies.

The Manpower' Assessment effice'is.organizatiOnally parallel to Education and

Training. Both reportcto,the Office of University Programs. Manpower AsessMent

is Held accountable. for identifying and documenting the needs which underpin educa- .

tioaand training policy and program decisions, MAO also interacts with the vat-kills

technology programs regarding their current and future program plant and possible

manpower constraints.
1

MAO. i,s still young - just past its first birthda,and'dealing,with data

problems common to all of us., A large part of U.S. manpower data'systeris are

rudimentary for the purposes of manpower, planning. To,compensate we have Con -

ceptualized a,ComprehensiVe Energy Manpower Information System complete with

acronym, "CEMIS". Unfortunatelynames,and acronyms are not-enough. In a,mission

agency like.ERDA, administrators want facts. which provide a basis fOr policy

decisions. - not global dati. For example, they ask, "How many nucleet engineers

will be needed for waste' management activities? Do we have enough geologists

and mining engineers for exploration activities.? HOW,many technicians are,needed

,for commercializing solar heating and cooling? Should any special- action be taken

to meet these needs?" They are only marginally interested in the traditional ,data,'

e.g., numbers of engineering enrollments or degrees awarded, or.how many scientists

work in private industry. -

Thus, we are contemplating the use of yet another-matrix (which ad its origins
- -

in some work at NSF several years ago). One axis catsprizes energy by source:

gas, solar, coal and-the like. Another axi' lists processing stages: exploration,

extraction, manufacturing, etc. In this manner,energy manpower can be categorized -;

in terms of coal exploratipn Or extraction, solar manufacturing or 'development.
In addition; MAO'-can aggregate by industry like gas or solar and for all of energy.

Unfortunately, for elegant conceptualization, this mixed Matrix includes manpower

in the mature occupations of the coal indusry,- as well as the completely unstruc-
jged biomass conversion field, with solar heating and cooling, nuclear energy artd,

rest falling somewhere in between. It will be some time before it is known

Whether these elaborate matrices produce intelligence or garbage; whether there
exists a firm base flat needs analysis, or, the extent'to which energy manpower infor-

Mation can be organized as a homogeneous system.

'14s far as methodologies are concerned, there is an even longer way to go. Our

chief conclusion to date is that the most sophistitated forecasting .methodologies

appear to have limited utility for our present purposes. Econometric models require

largo cells of information and fixed factor relationships.
firms,

Many of the newer

energy ateas, on the other hand, most industries:have few firms, small complements

of emplOyees, little or no fixed technology, and magnum magnitudes of changes in

scale over, short periods of time.

Although we are dealing with a post-space.industry, the ironic fact is that

'we are forced to,use the old methods. We're back to regressions, time series and

informed guesses.
.

We have a little mare experience with integrating data collection efforts to

avoid duplication. Three clear* distiliguishablegources of data exist, each with

i'ts,own set of problems and opportunities - data developed by other ERDA divisions,

data from other agencies, and cooperative ventureswith other agencies-to develop



,
new data. _,,,4 e f

..
o .

In most cases dataotollected b/Waher ERDA divisions Can be used with minor.
modifcatid. Data. gathered by otheriagencies pose a variety of problems: most
stewing from the fact that they are collected for.other pUrposes. -Fbr example,'
a s ey of Ph.D.'s in enginee'ring_ang'sciehce does not specifically .tab 'various'
seg s.of the _energy sector. ,A.reprvey and re-anaTysis of census. data is
neede to obtain intprmatidn wh'iS we could use with confidence; because there is
a difference betyen the degr 'of specifccitS, census needs, for a population count,
and that required by many we an ysit to specify the qualiffcationsandoccupa- .

tional attachment of members of, he workforce employed in special categories.
,..' - ifl 4 . . .

The mostpromising agproac to Ost-effective assessments involves cooperative
endeavors of several agencies. '-o- 's-invol f, w '- several'other agencies in :

the NationalConstructionManpower Deman ystem;- irate ded to produce data about

construction skilled trades requirements by national, r4ional,-and local areas
and designed to meet the specific,needs/o7 each'of its onsoring agencies - TVA, -=
DOL, EROA, _andFEA. Although notcomplste, it is already generating some infor-
mation .

. .

This is where we stand now. We have-found.that-a legislative manpower'mandate
is great in concept blit fraught;witkproblems'in practice.-' OMB wants manko4er
assessment now before it will authorize Monies for education and training. Unfor-
tunately, starting-up takes time; irltant information doesn't exist. .A lotof time
has been spent scrambling to respond to eurrent.pressures while developing a, long
range Strategy. .

,
-

s'

' These pressiges will continue-for the foreseeable future. Certainly there
will be continued emphasis on a demonstrable needs-program-results cycle'and on
cost - effective performanCe; .andthit means-that:we must learn to develop more
cooperative ventures, morcommon data bases and more interactive strategies.

MANPOWER PLANNIN.G IWTHE BUREAU OF HEALTH MANPOWER

"loWard Sfamblers t...

:0-Met, Manpower Analysis Brapch
. Bufeau of Health Manpower

U.S. Deptrtment of Health, Education and Welfare

The Bpreau df Health Manpower administers grants and contract programs tomprovide
`leadership in planning,initiatfng, conducting, coord4natins and evaluating the
nation's health manpower programs. Itt.actiiities include assessing and improving

quality and utilization of health'Manpower education and training programs;
improving. communications, and developing facilities.. It also develops legislation,'
and implements programs establishedipy the Congress.. It works toiachieve .distri-
bution of-health manpower to insure"Wide geographic access to .health services;
to assess health manpower,$upply and retiuirements; to.deyelophealth manpoyrer policy
and proposals; to stimulate interest and facilitate recruitment.; and to c ordinate
DHEW health mahpower programs.

Its resources in FY 1977a6 a staff of 425 and a budget of $430 million for
education and training.A total of $5 billion has been spent fdr training since
1965. The base legislation for health manpower is Public Law 94-484.

1 t) ''
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BHM has prognams:or.ingOtutiohal support. for construction, capitation grants,

primary care residencies, curricular improvement and other 4rants. Student assis-

tance is provided, in the form of loant and scholarships, some with repayment

provisions.
'1

The Bureau collects data on health manpower and makes analytical studies

including health manpower projections. The data collection is On a 100%,sample

which is develdped with the National, Center for Hea h Statistics. %

The Bureau looks at needs as Well as demand, sing matrices to show alter-.

native results of particular kinds of legislatior>in health care. -

.

BHM manpoWer analysis and planning activiti include,data development on .

current supply and services, current requirements, output of educational illstiiu-

tions, attrition and losses,,geographic.locatiorand mobility. It makes supp4

and demand projections; both for individual spe ialties and area groupings such
as hospitals. It iAentifies issues, and deielo s input far government policy.
Ongoing work includes data base developments in optometry, pharmacy, tursing:
public heilth,l,hoSpital manpower and education'. .

Supp ly trehds,and'pOjections Ire based 4niprOfiles of individuals. (obtained

from institutional reports on grants). Data obtained from educational institutions

includes the number of graduates and thekap city of the institutiont, the-location
and specialty choice of graduates and their areer plans. .Even high schoo).carger

plans are examined to see how many and what end of individualt actually become '1

,..

'medical personnel.

4HM produces background inforMation f r legislation; It must conform to the,':

stated policy objectives; its.cost impli ations must be 'considered, and the

potential impact on supply and demand mu be assessed. Appropriations will

change programs. The Bureau must always look ahead to try and foresee some qf

these changes. Programs can change ver" rapidly, and data requirements change

with them.

r

4' /

G.,

I

4

.
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MANPOWER PLANNING FOR THE TEXAS WATER QUALITY BOARD

' Tom Jackson

Manpower Trainer, Education and Training Staff
Water Quality Control Board, Austin, Texas

TW Board employs 425 people plus those infdiStrict and regional offices; and
has a budget of $200 million per year,to build and upgrade water.Oality facilities.
The Board is cOmmitted to the education and toiningof human resources to attain
environmental' objectives. It has two main activities - the building of waste :.

water treatment facilities and'providingpesonnel to insure water quality!

e- A manpower planning study is underlay to examine, manpower' requirements'-for,
building treatment facilities'through'construction grants. Because manpower and
training needs must be continuously updated,-a,computerized manpower information

.
. 'system, recOmeAded by earlier studies, is being used., . .,4

Features:of thiS system concept model include three main sources of manpower
training, delltied data:,OperatiO artWMatntenance Reports from annual inspections of t'

,.
wastewater treatment facilities; IDHR Certification File containing.data on the ,

characterlWcs of certifled water and wastewaterpersonnel; and Construofion-
Grant Fil's which provi'de data.conCesinimPAdditional manpower needed by new or *.
expanded wastewar facilities. -

. , ,, ,

Froth these source data, analyses can be made to produce estimates of curredt,
actual and recommended employment, future employment levels, new hires and tran-

. , fers, training lOadsw, and manpower problems. *

11

Procedures forobtaining information concerning training delivery are it
currently ..veilable but dam be developed. With consideration of manpower/training
-demand and supply, and lfianpoWer problems, speeific training_programs can be planned
andprocedures can be established to.obtain information corning the results of
the training programs kipelatiVe to what was planned:-

t4

PrOject tasks include establiShing the project organization (administration,
provision of analytica and consulting service), and establishing liaison with
Texas ageCieshirganiuttions,havino manpower/training responsibilities.

.4
A recruirements'analy sis wtll determine the infotmation needs of the Board and

. other ,TeAas manpbwer agencies/organizations'. Input analysis will ideotify all
sources and forms Of data cited .in the-syltems tonceptwhich,are needed to produce
the Output requirements. Resource analysis will identify the'resources necessary_
to,support the reWrementsalready identified, and Na final rePort will synthesize
data gathered in previous tasks and summarize system capabilitiA, processes, and

.

putouts. _ ..

... .

./
.

v..,

Specific outpUts would be directed toward definition of workloads and work
. methods; development.of planning criteria in the form Ofoccupation definitions,
staffini guides and.work7time factors; dv.elophent of ari'organizational staffing
Plan;,assessment of cur ent manpower supfly; detefmination-of recruitment and trans;
fer.actions

t
neceisary fulfil] staffing, plans; identification of training needs;

. .

and identification or m npower.problems.

,'.-
.

.

The 'evaivation;report will describe the approach and,the resources required;,,
Id; entify immediate and futurebenefiti

.
and suggerefinement of the methodology.

.,
.
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'APPROACH FOR DETERMINING...MANPOWER REQUI)UMENTS

DEFINE 'ACTIVITIES
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';MANPOWER PLANNING IN INDUSTRY

.-
: r Herman Finkbeiner .

,.

Manager of Employer Relations
i

General Electric COmpany ..-

.

')_ .
, ...

0 .

'We nee d a macro to micro transition for manpower planninga's we.conmert fro6.
affirmative aCtion'tYpe,programs concerned with 'female and minority groups to those

.

i
,

, . ,concerned with: ithe.needs of all ndividuals. - ..

.

.

. . The Civil Rights Act of,1964:led to tlaoss actions and to individual' cases.
During recent years, the kind's of suits have changed,toward individual cases. ,

,
4-- . I ,

- ... %To.bring about equ al opportunity, legisfatiA action was required!, but its
success so far is dubious. There is a long way to go.

At Some of the suits show ['Ow the actions have changed. ,McDonnell-Douglas vs_
Green raises,tne question of a Selection process for jobs. Griggs vs. Duke. Power . )

'

yestioneci diploma requitements acrd tests for employment.' Robinson vs-.-UniOntarlkide
-concerned ,jot applications; and raised questions of subjeCtive analysis of employees
such as maturity.and aggressiveness. Albemarle Paper-vs..Moody raised the question of
EEOC criteria for applicabili# of testing procedUrvs incwhether this involved
individual ,udgment.

. . ,

. .

t (
,

:41"( ,

Genera3 Electric is addressingtheseproblem in terms of, recruiting,, .

trMni......."0/ng and promotion of-women alid-minor)ties: -.
'' , .

...
. In, the area of recruiting, quotas are sometimes operational, although they-,

are not piriof.legal procedures :except" when ordered bythe courts after a finding of
discrimtnation.' Evaluation by the company will require a change intthe reports now
obtained frOm campus recruiters so that selection can, be evaluated- in terms of-boMparison
of applicants and understanding of why one candidate Was chosen over_others. /n.

general, there is little documentation to indicate-bow the final selection prOceSs occurs.

There are several types of training, and the problemj-nvolves who is chosen
for opportUnities to take the training for'upward mobility.

A .

w
,

-Whi le GE has anopen promotion syStem, it mutt consider Oast practices, the
consequendes.gf providing-preference tb Minorities or females in'such a' system, or in
not providing-preferences. Hazards exist in terms Hof seniority, fairness, "and

. -

e
miveniencetothecompany.in its proMotion .policies. "

* . .. ,
. .

- ..

: General Electric employs about 10,000 technical people. ,Attempting tobe.
fair and convenient and to honor seniority while also working toward affirmative action
presents problems. Howevir, the consequences of affirmative action activities are lOng
term improvement and/monitoring on a'Steady basis, all accompanied by a substantial'

161

increase in paPerwork.,-There is some question as to the productivi bf either
. monitoring or increasedf'record-keeping, since it now takes six peopl workingfull4ime
. tb shuffle and maintain the paperwork on each 2,000 employees..NOnet ess,,the social,
and financial cost of not carrying outIthese programs would be intolerable. s,',..

The Civil Rights Act, and subsequent lgislation
I
was needed, for a variet

Pof reasons. This tegislation-hanot yet accomp,ished its objective-of eliminating
and repairing the results of discrimination. There is still a- long ,way to go, and
the costs and. problems do not provide easy solutions, but the efforts must continue.

ti
A

4.

;
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.MANPOWER PLANNING-FOR SCIWISTS AND E INEERS IN THE PRIOWE SECTOR
"

James Wallder

Principal, Tower's, Perrin; Forster and Crosby; Inc.

4,

'Scientific and engineering talent is a resource availible on the'open market,

subject to.cempetitive pricing and supply,.as areother,scarce resources. Yet '

iR this area we find very'little:analysis of ,the forces at'work.or of their impact.
;

ParticulirlY from the Private employer's'perspective,'the laborsupple for

pr SsIonal needS'q assumed to be variable and beyond influence, or control.

Firms need not,be government- dependent, as contractors, to be concerned with

such talent-needs. The larger employers,-(G.E., I.B.M., Exxon, Gulf, Mobil',

major Utilities, etc.), im fact, are -'not primarily oriented toward government

program5. I

Private' employers ride with'the eco omic cycles, adding manpower supply in

the'upside and cutting back markedly in he downside. .The'1971-1973years in the,

aerospace industry dramatize'the variability of private employer staffing. .

Frlom the vantage point of a management consultantSpecialiiing in corporate

manpowerbplanhingrthe followtfig observatiow.are germane to thisdiscussion.

Corporate manpower plans are extreMely short term. Flew companies project'

manpower needs i.n any meaningful way beyond one year. In high technology com-

panies that' rely on roject'management, six months may be the longest-range

- planning period 'for definitive:staffing needs. 'However', many firms are adopting

more rigorous manpower planning processes, generally as part of broader strategic

botness planning efforts. Even where forecasts are longer range., recruitment

plans tend to be short range, hence of little use-in labor market analSsis.

« 1

..o Companies lack knowledge of exterbil labor supply. Frankly, private employ-

wers are mdl even'aware of the types of information available from government

agencies. If presented with BLS data or tedinical.minpower supply /demand studies,

most corporate manpower planners 'are at a loss to apply it to practical needs.

The most valuable information from private employer perspectives is local Ti6or

mark data .on availabilities arid going salary rates. These data are not avail-

able for professionals, and what is available (e.g., college graduates by degree

area), not particularly meaningful. Available data must be dis'ggre.ated to .

be useful to business:
4^

college degree speci alizations are'hot*orticu.larly.u,seful data. 'Many

engineers and scientists assume managerial or other careers, and the speciali-

zations are-becoming less distinct as, job requirements..

or

Factor.relatfonships change. Work. analysis indicates that our traditfOnal

assumptions..about professional work are not always, valid. Chemical .engineers and

chemists cross lines all are involved in managerial, administrative, and technical

support work activities. The mix of activities on aposition, and thus throughout,

am organization, deterMine the skills mix requirements.

Technological.change brings needs for re-evaluation of position and organi-

- zational.requirements, and business staffing needs. Private employers have only

recently begun to analyze the patterns of career develdMent and utilization of

21
0.

-40
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scientific and technical talent. Perhaps we havea great supply of talent that
is being underutilized, but private eqloyers'don't recognize)oOlave not dealt
with this. Of coursei,affirmafive action and EEO requiremehts imposed on private,
employers have increased awareness,.sehsitivity, and activity.

.0 A-trend isideveloping towardsilatrix Management. Popular in the s.ixties,
the concept is regaining favor, although not necessarily with the same label's.
In R & D organizations, the concept applies to research, technical marketing,
and other parts of traditional (not.wholly project or aerospace) organizations.

It allows monitoring of career development, recruitment, and staffing by fUhctfoh
as well'as by business _activity..

. Private employers are trying to develop more' meaningful manpower plans, but
the integration of private planningNith publicly,provided information and planning
does not yet exist, and the need is notapparent tb all.

(

e

F.

a
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ACTIVITIES AND CONCERNS' OF bRGANIZAtAONS TR MANPOWER EMPLOYMENT, UTILIZATION, AND

EDUCATION. RESPONSIBILITIES

-18

'PANEL IF

. .

/ "

'Specifle Concerns addressed by this panel were:

S
. .

w Rezpon4ibitaii6.oli edeta Auppott and tegutatoty agenciu keZative to.

Zegi4Z4ive mendato, emp aye ivs and .the individuat.

., .

*V1
s

41-Activiie4 '.n coitecting and dZszeminating demand' and 6u.ppty puration.

Lin/m0u with educationat in4titutioq, empeoyeAz and pko6euionat as.socidvid4

ptanni.ngOudation'and ttaining pugnam6 iotiscientiats and engineets.

-' Richard H. Wilcox

* U.S. Arms Control'& Disarmament Agency
r 1Chief, Arms and Transfer Divfsion J

,

Itis tempting to differentiate the second session froffi-the first by .

characteriiing onefas focussing on people responsible for doing something, the

other on people.responsible for kndWing.something. But closo examination

quickly makes it apparent that the people concerned with appred programs are

well' aware of theinecessiti of good information; in several cases they operate

ome.of th most effective data bases. Conversely, those people whose mission

i
is o On data s stems turn out to be highlgy sensitive to the requirements and

,interests by the r applications orientett.customers.- Success requires that

data, analysis, and operations proceed jointly. Thus the second session in fact

largely continu6 the pattern of'the first -- presentations by knowledgeable

ipeople doing interesting things.
1

.
.

1

-
. .

.

..r - But in considering the degree of success of these various,programs,lit is

uleful to reflect on what constitutes success
In scientific and technical man -

.
'power matters .01e profess to-think in terms of effective: utilization of highly

educated and skilled human resources. However, we may be oversimplifying our

)measures of this. For example, it IS tOmmon to equate "underutililation" with

working in a field different frpm that in which formal education is received. That

is, if a chemist (by degree). is not .doin Something labelled as chemistry., he is

consideredtobe underutilized because h -is pretumably not using.his:flard-earned

specific skills and specialfzedknowledg . But this leads inevitab*T-to_the,

presumption-that anyone working in a new discipline is underutilized. Were the

scientists and engineers who created operations research diming World-War II,

underutilized? How many people io the field'of scientific and technical manor

today possess .degrees in that-subject? And if they dOn't, do they consider

.
themselves,:to be underutilized? Crols fertilization ofdistiplines by "field

jumpers" may be healthy both for-the disciplines and for the jumpers --'possibly

even if the jumps resulted involuntarily from excess, supply in originally chosen

-0,disciplines. :
...,1'

The authors represented in the second*session are well aware of dilemmas

like,this. AlthoUgh their Rrograms are well thought-out, they .are not isolated

in ivory towers. The designs are'well.tempered by experience in the coliplexities,

uncertainties; and conflicting interestsof the real world. Their papers' are

well worth reading 'bothas.guides to getter understanding of the overall subject

and as sources of practical/ideas to try:
pr

1
,
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The 56prc'e of the problem, of course; is that the things we want to know
"are sepom the things hat we can easily measure -- and vice versa. Effectiveness
of utilitatiop of a sjentist's knowledge and talents is extremely difficUlt to
measure directly -- p haps impossible on a large scale for a 'reasonable cost.

, Similarity between formal degree field and job title, on the other hand, is rela-
tively simple to recogriize and count. Thus it is not ,prprising that the latter
is often used 'as a surrogate for the former. Whether it is a legitimate surrogate'
depends upon the application of the data. This difficult problem of matching
what is reasonably measureable to what is really needed permeates the entire field
of.scientific and technical manpower study,analysis, and projection. Progress
consists to a large extent in devising practical measures that correlate well
with Crttickl tAtures of useful manpower models.

.

t
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THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN MANPOWER PLANNING'

Bernard 'V. Khoury,

AssoCiate Executive Secretary
Association, of American Universities

Introduction

.
.

.

Universities plo a major role in manpower planning for scientistl'Ind

' engineers. Their most important contribution involves the raining,and

education of most peoPle.who assume leadership roles not only in science and

.,engineering but lin::, irtually every'fivld Of endeavor. The job outlook Of today,

lie

which differs forke 134...fromthat of the last decade or two, means that a degree

is no ;onger suffic ntto obtain employment for college graduates. Even

vutuate"degree recipients in some fields face profoundly altered,empldyment

p ospects. However,as a college degree has.become less and less sufficient /---

tO assule employment,, the degree has also become an increasingly necessary

condition for many poOtions especially in science and engineering.

1

Supply .and Demand at !Universities /

. tr

The Major research universities play a role both.in generating the supply

of trained manpower and in employing the same kinds of individuals. On the

AP supply side virtually every scientist and engineer-receives one or more college

degrees. Also on the supply'sde the universities have another significant

role which may be even more important in thelong run than the training of

technical. personnel. As the impact of technology on our society grows, as ,

energy, environment and technology increasingly conflict, as new knowledge

increases on topics such as recombinant DNA and the deyelopment of nuclear

energy technliogy, it is increasingly imperative that the broad society be

better inforged about the values, techniques, potentials and limits of. scie.Ace

and technology. If our colleges and universities do not respond better to

this growing:schism in Society then technological stultification might be the

catastrophic ingredient in our manpower planning efforts.

.

On the demand side universities eMploy thousands ofscientists and engineers

as faculty, researchers, technicians and graduate students. The use o1 graduate

students in our laboratories in turn increases the supply of advanced so4eritists

and engineers. 'This.self-replication
by faculty.is one of the most difficult

problems 4n adjusting the sup to respond to reduced demands in some disciplines.
.

As long as the university'res arch system, in general, induces many institutionsi

to- emulate Harvard and Ber ey then facultit will continue to train graduate k

students,whoin turn aspire to faculty postgl. The university system is very

slowly responding to this problem but ikt without stresses and strains., 0

Universities and the Federal Government

The current conditions and the.future prospects for most of dur major

universities are inextricably linked td.the federal qovernme and to its interest

in manpower training. The federal government provides about.$ billion per

year to undergraduate students in programs ranging from loans nd grants to

work, social security and GI benefits. In addition to these programs, the

federal agencie's provide major support to about one quarter of 'science and

engineering graduate students including over one third of a billion dollars

per year in felloWships, traineeships, and training grants. Colleges and

universities directly receive about $4.5 billion from the federal government

including over'$2 billion in support of research. About two thirds of theSe

research funds are awarded competively to a total of about 50 universities.

I
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led by this federal support of institutions and of students the-nation 'i 1- .

has mowed from A system of elite .university education to mass higher education ---

to near universal postsecondary educatidn. In spite of some minimal growing
tpains and some signiftcant'eAes_of ahquish during, the recent leveling fin of

_funds,,and students, I do not-5e14eve that there is any restoring the pages of
the calendar!' The nationneedS its-universities which in turn could-noZ exist
in anything liketheir current form without federal support. . One fAScirlating

question is how quickly.universities will respond to the priorities; needs, . *

programs, 'and-tatutesof the'federal goVernment and how onerous federal regu-
latiOnsewill become in an effortto influence_uni4sty action%. And through

this inevitable tension, the most profound question is how well the national
.

.

interelt will be served by compromises between educational philosophy and ,4,

. federalObjectives.
.

Should Universities Plan?
,

afw." v-i.,
, .

,
On the issue of, manpower planning, or assuring a reasonable balance between

' supply and demand for scientists'and engineetrs in. the future, it is simple,
at the risk of oversimplification, to the-point to : o extremes of the spectrumAf .

attitudes about the proper functiOn of major univer 'ties: At one end-of the

spectrum is the view that education-and knowledge a valuable'for their own
sakes and that the proper function of universities is to inculOte timeless.,
values and skills'whip can be readily adapted, after graduation, to specific
employment needs. This view is more Tikely to be found in Colleges of Arts

(-
and Sciences but with some adaptati may also apply to professional schools.

The other end of the spectrum is muc more utilitariati.in its perspective; at
its extreme this attitude views the proper role.bf a university degree As
_preparation for specific,employment. This philosophic dichotOmy about the role

of a unOersity appears not only-at theundergraduate level but can also be
found at the doctorate level. ,The distinction manifests-itself, for example,
in-the question of Whether P6.D. departments shoold deny admission to qualified

! Tylmativated students primarily because the job market for research scholars
is profoundly depressed.

.

I have posed the above distinction as the extremes of a spectrum because
I elrieve that the best resolution lies somewhere tn-the,middle area. In fact

r there is no single best resolution.. Institutions, and indeed individual de-
partmentS, must and are more clearly articulating their own 'positions* the
Spectrum between broad intellectual enlightenment and specific job orientation.

,. There are several healthigns to which one can !point: -'

.1. DiscuSsions of the job market arelMore'open. and more available
to prospective students, both graduate and undergrOuate. .

.

2. SoMe graduate departments, routinely inform all applicants about
the job_emploYment outlook for advandd degree recipients. 6-..

3. Some graduate departments are systematically reducing enrollm nts
in response kat only to reduced student support funds but als to

thoughtful consideration of the foreseeable job market.

4. QuIliiY assments of programs including a look at prospective

supply and demand for graduates are increasingly being initiat9.0;-
'some are being imposed(New York State) while most are ,generated
internally within the university.

2v
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5. Rudimentary progress is being made inozkn owledging that the '

;#7

eflectiveneSs of a graduate program cannot be evaluated without
firstdefining the misSion and purposes of the program,often in
terms of the target job market.

.

Reoent Federal Manpower Efforts

NoW I wishlo ditcUss briefly three specific areas in-whith the federal
'government has tuned too universities to generate trained Manpowe. In each

case federal priorities changed dr1natically shortly after'the educational

syStem had responded to*the natiohal manpower objectives.
.

Abbut 20 year,s,ago'the federal gziernment faced a high ptiority on
greatly inci ll'feasingthe,number of feam at all .levels from elementary school .

doctoral 0-ograMs. The educat*ona.rWeeds of the post-war-baby boom and the,-
impact.of Sputnik on our natXona} ego were 4wo'of the stimuli that led to

_massive grOwth in college and, university enrollments,millions of dollars in
federal fellowship and loan funds,'and the establishment `of FiGndreds of new
institutions of higher education. The explosive growth in numbers of teachers
was fueled by a clear federal priority4backed by real federal money to students

-and institutions. The warnings of the late Allan Cartter about ovetproduction
of Ph.D.'s were largely unheard during the euphoric era of exponential growth
in institutional and student support.

When the nation's appetite for more teachers was sated, the federal pro- -

grams were reduced but not before we had overshot our needy and supply greatly

r--exceeded demand. Actual national ne0s;ederal programs,to respond to those
'needs, and institutional abilities to respond to federal-programs were operating
on different timing schedules. Without even considering the,time toLput a
university program into place or to expand an existing program, teachers take
at least 4 to 6 years to.train while'the federal 'government operates on a 12
month fiscal year.

.

.

differs

A

° the- picture for supply acrd demand for scientists and engineers i

. only,som4What from that for teachers over,the past 20 years. Fellowship programs

proliferated and then were abruptlyterminated. Major federal expenditures

increased not only the supply of scientists and engineers but also the demand
for them. The N6F Stfence DeveloPment Program was designed to de *Top unirr-
sity centers-eff excellence in sciente. The program was coMp)e4pd and the funding
was terminated at almost the same time as federakresearch.expenditures fell,,

dropping manpower needs. Here again a mismatch between the,timing of federal ,

.*_ programs,and the longer timing cycles of universities was q.early. visible.
.., .

) .

A review of thefederal role tn training of physiciAs reveals another
significant issue iugthe interface between universities' and -federal manpower

imograms44,4(mehnsTf major capital expenditures, tncreksed'research funds,. ....

,... and capitation grants baSed ondenrollments, the federal 'government aided and

. I '-,r encoura ed u vesiiy medical schools 'to expand enrollments significantly. , _°:

. As soo a it '',cleaf'opthat the joint university-governmenteffort,to expand
.enrollments had succeeded, thengovernment dec. d that tWmajoe health man- .

-%.. power problem vas Yrot an undersupply .of phys. ons but rather amaldistribution ,

of,physictans by geograbhic'region and medfca : pecialty. Since the federal Is

capitation grants (originally designed,to' increase enrollment's) were still in

place, the government (specifically the Congress) Aecided to impose.new condi-
,tions on receipt of these cyOtation funds,-conditions whichwere not neated,

kits

'...:. . 4"
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to thei*-original purpose and conditions whtth could have been better met by

a-different mechanism. Proposed statutes would have forced medical schools to
61,alter curricula, to adjust residency and internship programs, and to-as we

114% somehow that medical graduates Aid pradtice in certain geographistareas and
would apecializein certain medical fields. Additionally, medical schotTs
were to be:forCed to admit Ipsfer students assigned by the Secretary of HEW

under a,threatened loss of c pitation funds. Although some of these objectives.'

may be socially desirable it was clear-that each one could have been better
attained by a more 'specific federal inducement rather than a threat to withdraw
capitation support. For example, a federal fellowship program to support
transfer students would" have focused on the specificitvernment concern without

. raising anguished cries about "infringement on institutional autonomy.

4

From these remarks I wish to, distil-1 several observations about federal

manpower planning and universities:

1.. -Feder objectives can usually be best accomplished lay
positive induCements such as fellowships And grants that are ,

specificallY related to the federal.objectivev.d

2. When the federal objective is'accomplished or change'd the
inducement or bribe shmild be eliminated'rather,than using
it to accomplish a quite different objective.

3. The use of regulations to attain a federal o j tive is much

more effective if the regulatory mechanism is reinforced by
a specific (financial) inducement rather than a threat to
withdraw a program that the federal government considers a
privilege- and the institution may ,consider a right..

4. The educational and training cycle of universities varies from
four to ten orore years. Federal programs typically have much

shorter lifetimes. Federal policy should behave as though it

was aware of this difference.-

. Federal'policy should-acknowledge'the need to maintain very strong

universities in the ltng run if these universitiesiere to
contribute:tosolving the nation's short-term needs either for
.trained scientists and engineelk or for specific research results.

1
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MINORITY WREN EMPLOYMEWT PROGRAM

Howard Rosen,: Director

Office of Research & Development
EmployMent and Training Administration'

U. S. Department of Lab
I

r The Minority Women Employment Progra WEP) has been funded as a demon-

stration project.by the Office of Research and Development (ORD), and run by

the Recruitment and Training Program, With a subcontract to the 'University of

Texas to undertake the research. It is showing dramatically successful results

in.placing unemployed and underemployed college-educated minority women in

managerial, professional and technical, jobs.

By identifying well-qualified minority wome , coaching them to produce

favorable interview and test results, instruct g them in resume preparation:.

and making-them available for job openings developed by the project, significant

penetration has been made in companies which previously had little or no

minority female representation among their better paying jobs.

MWEP devotes at least as much effort:to emplOyer contact and job develop-

ment as it does to applicant recruitment and assistance. Researchers provide

detailed information on growth industries,' minorities and female employment,

and individual employers who are likely to have professional job openings.

Project staff ie._!ry.iew these, employers obtaining data on their operations, job

openings, and Woring procedures, standards and.schedules--and establish

themselves as, reliable sources for qualifiid workers.

More than 900 womenVave been placed thus far in occupations such as

chemist, accountant, management trainee,-and engineer. The project has come

to be're4arded as a sou te for higher caliber applicantt by industry, with

Companies-repeatedly turning to it for assistance hiring." (About,65% of

the placements have been in private industry; 1070 in private non-profjt

organizations; and 25% in the public"sector.)

Background

'
The MWEP has its origins in the findings by Professor Ray Marshallln his

ORD funded study, "Negro Employment in theSouth," that well educated minority

women were mot able.to get the prOfessfcmal jobs for which they were qualified,

or any other jobs even remotely comparable in skill, pay orestatus. As a result,

ORD suggested thatithe special techniques initiated by the Workers Defense-.

League (renamed Recruitment and Training Program in-1972) to increase, minority

employment in construct-ion apprenticeship be applied to minority,women col,lege

graduate g.

The MWEP was then setup. It was initiated Atlanta in 1971, replicated

in Houston in 1 3, and expanded in 1975 to five other major labor market areas:

yew Orleans ;Julsa/Oklahoma City, CinCirinatinayton, and Los Angeles.

I

.
is important to note,the following.:

.

, 9 '4
I,

.

1. MWEP placement. have experienced striking improvement; in occupation

and salary: Women who had been,severeli underemployed 'ire now working at',j2bS

commensurate with their skili6. 'For examples, women who had been clerks;

2
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cashiers, receptionists, waitresses, and part -time secretaries are now aUclit5rs,-

corporate recruiters and trainers, prOgrammers, sales representatives, and,'
accountants.

Although some of the women had in fact, been working in professional
positions (primarily tedching) prior) to MWEP placement, they were able to
substantially increase their annual salariei through placement inr"male- .

orientated" jobs. One women, for example,who had been a math teacher earning
$9,300 a yeah, now is vmanageMent trainee in the accounting department of a
communications company, wftb'anannual salary of $13,800.

On average, women, placed by MWEP increased their annual earnings by about
$2,000:. (The'average.annikal salary obtained by college-degree placements has
been about $10,500.) In addition, since they are placed in positions wfth
upward mobility, they are likely to experience continued income improvement.
Such additional earnings will; of cour yield greater tax return--(11.yerthe

years.

2. About,half of'the MWEP placements had been unemployed at the time of
rtheirapplication to the program; Further, the occupations of the MWEP place-
ments are likely to, insulate them more effectively from future downturns in
the economy.

3. Women placed by the MWEP seem to show strong job stability.' Follow-
up returns on a sample of placements in Atlanta indicate that more than four-
fifths of the women were still on the job of placement or in a related job for
which the MWEP placement was a stepping stone. -

k

9-

4. Breakthroughs have been made bythe project.. For example MWEP placed
. (a) the first two minority women working in a prOfessi al-technical capacity

' with a large aufpmonle,manufacturer in Atlanta; (b) th first minority woman

auditor in a major insurance firm in Texas; (c) the firs black TV hostess.in

At.lantaj, and (d) the first minority professional, women em oyed by a Texas

State regulatory agency.

NUMBER OF MWEP PLACEMENTS WITH A'MAJOR IN SELECTED SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
FIELDS: WHETHER PLACEMENT IS,JN A DIRECTLY RELATED SCIENTIFIC OR ENGINEERING

-FIELD OR NOT

MAJOR FIELD OF STUQY
Astronomy 0 0

Bi6logy g 13

'Chemistry 10 11

Engineering 3 ' 3

Geology . a _ 0

Math 36 43

Physics 2 2

Psychology 28 44

Biochemistry . 2 2,

Computer, Programming/
.

Data Processing 4 ,..---

Zoology
l'.,' 2

General Science. .0 .2

Health Sdience 1 1

Physical Science 0 1.

Technical Science I
'1 1

Total i
g7 129

* All offices include Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati, Dallas,
.

Houston, Los Angeles, NewfOrleani, id Tulsa.

..1!).
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF FEDERAL POLICY

ON STATE AND LOCAL MANPOWER DWELOPMENT FOR HEALTH CARE
*40,

Deanna Mechensky
Director, Division of Manpower Development

Pennsylvania Department of Health

U.S. expendituiTs for health,carehave grown to 7.2% of the Gross National

Product, and the state 9f Pennsylvania represents a substantial portion of those
expenditures. Pennsylvania currently has eight medical schools plus a number of

autonomous medical societies; produceSmore nurgeS than any other state.

A major problem is the decentralization of control with planning for health
-care needs .and resources diffused among various organ,izations: Professional
licensting boards are autonomous and not linked to puPlic'concerne and are pro-
liferating rapidly. 'There are 130-more dew licensing and credentialling boards .

since 1966. Departments of-education alSo are licensing boards; state departments

of health handle Medicare; and the Department of Welfare handles Medicaid. Fr4quently,

s local 19mel skills do not intersect with federal incentives.

.

There are no linkages available at the federal; Adfe and local levels to
enable coordinated health manpower planning, and the demands for services are un-

determined. Althqu9h health care now absorbs 7% of the Grol.s National,.Product,

Pennsylvania has been unable to link its educational planning with employment needs
in.the rofessional sector. We eipett that within the next ten years, there, will

be_a decrease in physical facilities which will result in fewer entry-level jobs,

particularly for minorities and women. At the same time, new incentives bring.a

larger supply of people seeking such jobs.

Manpower experts should examine both, supply ad demand in the health care

se tor including the physical constraints.

Wages have, imped4ed in health case, so more people. will be seeking jobs in

that sector, resulting inmore competition. A decrease in facility, construction

will lower demand and yet CETA, and other.legiA/ation still provides incentives
far entry.

/

Licensing is restrictive in allied health, which mean's that people cannot move

across fields when demand levels change. The result of ly.ergure has been to increase

wage security' and, more importantly,,:, reimbursement ability, rathpr than to provide.

more consumer protection Federal policies on reimbui-sement and other areas will '

affect the outcome in theuture distribution of health care workers, but this in-

fluence has not been 'appropriately considered in terms of manpower planning.

ennsylvania will affect future distribution of h9alth care.
licies of'certification; emphasis on primary cae; the

rapid growth in the number of M.D.'s. Pennsylvania

s trained in the state. At the same time, it provides

on grants,for medical students. No other-allied health.

g does laot get any. The increased emphasis on these

he labor market for M.D.'s. J.

Four.development in
manpower. These are new p
expansion of HMO's; and th
exports 55%.1of the physipa
$4,500 kr student .in capita
field gets so much, ard nursi
developments will strengthen
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I would recommend that: r
-1

1. Current exdenditures,must be based on supply and demand.
,

A

. 2: linkages must be developed between financing agencies, professional
certification societies,'nd other factions of the health care,,delivery system.

a

3. Funds'from CETA should be geared, oward womenand minorities.

k 4. Hospitals mustbe'closedor opened in terms of ileAlth needs. Because
limits on hospital construction will result in ob loss to unioniabor, decisions.
about hospitl construction are more likely'to e made on the basis cf union demands
tlaan on the needs of .the community for heaith' are. -$

5. newnew labor market for M.D.I.s is developing and special attention must be
given to physician-extenders. While increased use o4-physician-extenders seems
logical; the opposite is :likely, to occur as more M.D.'s are produca.

6. Finally, we should look at all health care personne l together as a package,
nether than examining supply/demand for doctors, for nurses, etc. Federal policies

on reimbursement for health care will affect the outcome and the future distribution
of all health care workers.

NATIONI;ki. ECLENCE' FOUNDATI.ON SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MANPOWER DATA

4
,James Brawn

Director, Manpower Characteristics Studies Group
Divitioh of 'Science Resources Studies

National Science Foundation

, 7,

I, The National Science roUndatton has primary responsiblity within GovernMent.
for statistics and analysis of information on scientific and technical manpc4er
resources. It vointaint a clearinghouse of information'on the, training, supply, .

employment, and utilizatiort\of scientific and technical personnel and in other ways
acts at a "focal Ngncy" r he development, coordination, and analysis of statis-
tttal information re atinggt personnel to these occupations.

to respOnsibility for discharging this mandate has been given to the Divisionl
of Science'Resources Studies. Within this orgpnizationl'structure, the Manpower
Studies Section carries out a program of manpower-studies to provide factual

'infotmation essential.for the measurement of the training and deployme t of scientists.
and engineers. To achieve'this goal the three major programs' of the Section are focused
upon data concerning the educational develtOent of scientists and engineers, the

-characteristics of the existing pool of scientistg and engineers, and their utili-.
'zation in various sectorsmof the economy.

,

To monitdr the flow of manpower into sctence and engineering, data from the
National Ceftter.for, Education Statistics are,msed along with the other information
collected by. the Foundation including the Doctorate Awards Survey. This survey is
carried out by the National Academy of Sciences with support from the Foundation,.
National Institutes of Health, Office of Education, and the Endowthent for the
Humanities, and provides. one of the basic inputs to the Foundation's model which permits
estimates to be made concerning the supply and utilization of science and engineering.
doctorates.
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.

The Manpower Characteristics System', developed by 6eFoundation, allows for

. estimates to be made on the demographic, educational and'professional charaC- ..-

. teristics of,stientists'and engineers.- This systemiconsists of three distinct

but integratectsubsystems. Thefirst subsystem is the DAtoral Roster ofScientists
-and Engineers which is operated by'the National Academy of Sciences with support from

the Poundatin and the National Institutes of Health. A biennial survey of a sample

of doctorate holders provides information on this important Segment of the science

and engineering community. (The 1977 survey iticlUdO humanists as well as scientists\
and engineers andis being supported by NSF, NIH,:and the Notional Endowment for

- the Humanities). The second supsystem,,the National Sample of Scientists and

Engineers, is maintained for the Foundation by the Bureau of trio census. This'-

subsystem collects data biennially or a representative - sample of scientists and

engineers drawn from the 1970 Decennial Cens6s. A third subsystem, the New Entrants-

SuryeYs,proVides infOrmationcon new nondoctoral entries into the scientific and

engineering/population. These surveys are conducted periodically. With the data

,furnished by the Manpower Characteristics System along with data,from .other Foun-

dation surveys, other Government agencies,, and privatg organizations, estimates are

made as to the characteristics of the science and-en 4ineeringpanpower pool.

Data on the utilization of Scientists and engineers irobtained by-surveying

employers in variois sectOrs'of the economy. The Bureau of Labor, Statigtics -1

collects information for the Foundation on scientists and engineers employed dn

industry. Data obtained from the Service COmmission depicts the Federal

Government's ose of scientists and ealineerS. Periodic surveys of State and local

government as well as nonprofit institutions, provide similar data. Universities

and colleges are.asked to supply basic data on the numbers of scientists and engineers

in their employ.

In addition, the Foundation assesses the *pact of changing national programs.

on technological advances. Included in this category are studies,concerned with

the flow of foreign scientists and engineers to the United States, the impact!of

computers in scientists and engineers, the effect of the,pollution control and

abatement program, the energy problerrt, the aptitude of graduate science and engineering

students, and the status of science and engineering faculty.

Through, all of these studies the Foundation's Division of Science Resources

Studies attempts to provide the basis for national planning and,policyformula-

tion in the area of science and technology resources.

El
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THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Neal osenthal
1.S. Department of Labor

Bureau of Labor Statistics

I

The Bureau of Labor-Statistics' program most related to'this conference
on Manpqwer Planning for Scientists and (EngNeers provides information on current
iolccupational employment; projected occupationalrequirements and prospective.
`supply /demand conditions for scieritists and engineers. In its initial stages-,
this program focused primarily on developing information fare use of persons
making decisions about their future careers.' Since. the-1940's, when the program
began, it has developed, matured, and expanded,'but the primary focus,remains the
same - to help young people plan for the f ture.

e&f-----
.

.

s this focus, our primary p ubli c ation, the Occupational Outlook
andbook, includes a variety-of other types of information, covering such subjects
as training reqt,repents, salaries, working conditions, ehd the nature of th4 work
in specific occupations. Howe'er, the inclusion of data on occupational outlook
is the topic thahas provided.BLS with' uniqueness in the career guidance infor-
mation field, These widened objectives were spurred in part by legislation'in the
early 1960's, including the MDTA Act'and the VocationalEducation Act of 1963,
which indicated that training programs financed by,federial funds'should be offered
in, occupations that provide favorable job prospects to those completing the pro-
grams. Since the mid-1960's the programs' objective have been to reach persons
planning education and training programs as well as young people planning their
careers. The pcality and comprehensivenessof our program on projected occupa-
tional demariTand supply is the most comprehemive.program of this type in the
United States, and perhaps in the world.

Unlike most other programs that rovide information on'occupational demand
.

.

and supply, BLS covers the entire ec omy - all industries and all occupations..
It is a systematic approach which sta is with the entire population and provides
projected employment by detailed occupation. Through our techniques a variety
of other valuable information is developed including projections of the labor
force by age and sex,"GNP'final demand for,goods and services produced by each
industry, and industry employment. This information, of cqurse is used for a
variety of ether purposes.

'BLS,' Products

The Bureau of Labor Statistics ofOrs the following information and services:

1. Publications that provide current statistics on total national occupa-
tional employment by industry.

2. , Data on occupational employment for over 200 industries in the industry-
occupation matrix.

;;

3. Projections in this same occupation by indUstry configuration.

4. Published information on Projected job openings by occupation over the
projection period, resulting fromoccupatiolIa grbwth and labor force separations,
Data are published on current and projected.employment and expected average annual
'job openings for 400 occupations.

dit
S
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Making Projections-

For many occupations the results of a supply/demand analysis are published.

.Fdr engineers, such publications include an analysis of the projected supply that

may be'derived frOm college graduates with degrees in engineering, college graduates

with degrees in oiher'fields, immigrants,
reentrants to the labor force, and workers

in other ocupations who shift into engineering jobs. This information on supply

.is compared with projected job 6penings and an analysis 'is conducted that 'provided

-users with abetter perspective.of future s.upply/demands, conditions 'ton do demand

iiata'alone. It wasthis type a analysis thatenabled BLS"to projecf, in 1964,

the likelihood of a surplus of teachers beginning in.the 1970's; and in,1970,

when the job market for engineers was depressed bedaus'e of defense, space and

R & 0 cutbacks, toissue a prOts release saying that in, the mid- 1970's job pro-

spects for new engineering graduates were expected to be very godd. That release

was designed to tell young people not to forego an/engineering career because of

the depressed job market at that time.
.

The primary source of newocuOaly, in most science and engineering occupations',

is new'college graduates. BLS uses the degree projections,developed by the NCES.

It is difficult to project college degrees
accurately'by field because it is

difficult to anticipate how young people will react'to the variety of factors that

influence their choice of fiel-ds to study.' Thus, great care is taken in the manner

in which BLS presents inforiationson supply in our supply/demand analyses.

...
Basically supply is'projedted based on the currently observed trends, rather than

on any kticipetion as to how students will react to changed supply/demand con-

ditions.

A variety of analytical techniques is used in developing projections of re-

quirements, including regression analysis, input-output tables, and econometric

models of various types. However, there is also a significant amount of judgment

used in developing projections, and these judgments-are manifested in a variety

of assumptions made at every step in our procedures. Thus, it is not only the

broad assumptions that relate to the unemployment rate and-defense expenditures

which affect the projections - but also assumptions concerning the future utili-

zation ratio of technicians to scientistssand engineers, trends in pupil-teacher

ratios in colleges and universities and the %tudy_patterns of college students.

These assumptions or judgments are based on an analytis-of past trends; review of

a variety of studies conducted by other government agencies, colleges,and univer-

sities. nonprofit research organizations, and private organizations; and dis-

cussions with representatives of professional associations, unions, private

industrial establishments, and with leading researchers in all employment settings

who are working in the particular area we are studying.

bata Sources

The SLS data are gathered from a variety of sources. For example, the BLS

model is based on the occupation-industry
configuration of,the J570 Census which

is embodied in a matrix which crossed 400 occupations with 200 industries-. This

matrix is-updated annually based on data we obtain from the current population

survey and on data-obtained from associations ;- sUch as the Ameritan Medical

Association and American, Dental Association,.which we believe compile better data

on their respective occupations than we can get from other'sources. We use data

from the NCES on -teachers, data from the Civil :'Service Commission, and data from

a variety of other surveys conducted by Government agencies.
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Of course, the use of data from this variety. of .sources results in many
problems. We are attempting to solve some of them through the OES survey - a
survey of employers inwhich-data is gathered on nearly the whole economy over a
3 year cytle. This survey covers over 2,000 occupations rather-than the 400
itemized by the Census, and therefore provides more, detailed and complete data of
better quality. The OES survey program is a Federal-State cooperative programl in
which data are collected-by States in a format specified by BLS. Through lack of
funds not all States arp in the prograM, but next-year we will begin to have national

to since NSF has provided funds to BLS to gather data from those States riot in
the program. Thus, over the-TiexTeW years the base data on employmeht of scien-
tists and engineers will be vastly improved.

c.
The OES survey to collect data on current employment also ties into a BLS-

ETA-SESA cooperative program for developing projections of requirements by State
and SMSA that are tied to the national data. Although this system wasdesigned
primarily to produce data on occupations for which vocational "education is a
primary training vehicle, it arso provides more information than any other (fat% -/
source about prospective job opportunities in specific localities fdr college
level occupations.

The Bureau develops a variety of4other data to use in its analyses, and these
are also provided to other individuals and organizations condusting occupational
analyses. An important example is data on labor force separations. InformWon
developed by BLS on labor force separation rates by occupations shows that more job
openings occur from separations than from growth. Some, recent work on occupational
mobility will be'important in analyzing supply and demand. These recently;pub-
lished data have not yet been used in any supply/demand analysis BLS has done.

PROJECTIONS OF EARNED'DEGREES CONFERRED

Martin M. Frankel

Mathematical Statistician
National Center for Education Statistics
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

Earned degree reports from individual degree-granting institutions of higher
education are received each fall by the National Center for Education Statistics. t-

These reports show bachelor's, master's and doctor'S' degrees-by sex for 24 major
'fields of study and for 416 subfields. The 1975-76 reports also show the racial/
ethnic breakdown for,the '24 major fieldS of study.

4

Projections .ot bachelor's, master's and doctor's degrees for 20,mijor fields
of study are,published annually by the National Center for Education Statistics in
Projections of Education Statistics. Engineering and science categories included
are: mathematics and statistics,computer and information sciences, engineering
including engineering technology, physical sciences; biological science's, agricul-
-ture and natural. resources,-social sciences and psychology.

,

'How Projections Are Made

Current projection; of bachelor's, master's and docto 4s degre s by field of
study are based primarily on the assumption that the per entage th degrees in a
given field are of all degrees will continue the 1964-65 to 1974-75 trend through
1985-86 or else remain constant at approximately the rate for 1974-75. The projected
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percentages for individual "fields.are then applied to projections of total degrees.

01 Related data*om other NCES surveys and from-independent sources are con-

sidered in making4the projections-by level andAy field. The 1976 editto of

Projections used data frOm: the NCES survey on enrollments for advanced agrees

by field of study and first-time-degree-credit enrollment; reports o junior year

enrollments, by field,,for,1973 and 1974 as prepared by the Higher Education

Panel of the Affierican Council on.Education;-surVey data on engineering enrollMents

and degrees collected by the Engineers Joint COuncil; survey data from the Amer -,

ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants for bachelor's degrle projections

. in Tccounting; 'data from the'Health, ResOdoes.Administration, Burehu of wealth

Manpower, foe health-degree projections; and data from the American Institute.

of Physics for projections of physical science degrees.

Projections of bachelor's degrees by sex are based on the assumption that

the percentage that bachelor's degree's are of first-time-degree-credit enroll-

ment foe-years earlier will folloW the 1964-65.to 1974-75 trend through* 1985-86.

Projections of doctor's degrees by sex are based primarily on the assumption

that.the percentagethat doctor's degrees are of the average first-year...enroll-

mentlor advanced degrees seven and eight years earlier will follow the 1964-65

to 14-75 trend through 1985186. Master's degree projections by sex are based

on.theassumption that the pepcentage that master's degrees are of the average

first -year enrollment.foxadvanced degrees one and two years earlier will follow

the 1964-6i to 1974 -75 -trend through 1984-85.

Factors Which Affect the Projections

:4Projections of total master's and doctor's degrees are more sensitive to

external factors th4n projections of total bachelor's degrees. The numbers of

. these advanced degrees conferred are affected by economic conditions, political

and administrative decisions, and social conditions. Some of these factors are

impossible to quantify, most of them defy anticipation.

The distribution of degrees by field at all three levels are also affected

by external conditions. -

As Betty Vetter has pointed out in Supply and Demand for Scientists and

Engineers, in .the early 1970's, young people developed a bad tillage of science and

_ technology because of a perceived relationship with the war in Vietnam and an

awareness of the dangers of environmental pollution. As a result, enrollments

in engineering, physits hemistry and mathematics dropped, despite increases in,

enrollments in all other ields. In addition, the publicity resulting from large

cutbacks in tile aerospace programs and the resultant unemployment of some highly

41 skilled engineers and scientists, _influenced young people against enrolling in

science and engineering programs.
. ..

The ldrge decreases in engineering enrollments beginning in 1971 led to pro-

jections of shortages of:engineers. Reactipg to the projected shortage, many

,students began entering engineering prograes-several years later (1974).

. .

.

To the extent that students have reacted to the projected imbalance in the

job market in, engineering, and in.other fields such as education, these,pro-

jections have proven quite successful. However, to those making projections,

'the reaction of students to projected imbalances in job markets proves to be

3

41,
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self-defeating undoubtedly, it will be pointed out in some future evaluation.
of Projections that our engineering projections have been too low and that our
education.projections have been too high.

With this brief description of our degree projections and their, basic assump--'
tions and methodology, let me present some caveats that should be considered in
using these projections.

The properties\otthe methodology and assumption which determine projec-
tions, require that no false sense of precision be Attr upd tEt the numerical
values of the project/ ns. The numerical values should e considered only'as
possible future value

,.

.,

The NCES projections are descriptive in that no particular theories arg
presented to explain the observed trends.. In addition to being largely free of
theory, the projections are without value judgements and without advocacy of
any policy changes.
' -.

.

o; The figures for Ak'next ten years are referred to s projections and not
as forecasts, predict ns, or policy projections. FOrec sts and predietIons
combine analytical techniques with subjective judgments,a out the future.
'Since we do not have a crystal ball, we do not make long-range forecasts 9r
predictions.' Policy projections require the advocacy of policy changes. NCES
does not advocate any educational policy changes.,

The NCES approach is to apply mathematically the most recent trends to
demographiC data and to extrapolate the trends into.the future. Where trends
are changing, assum4ons deemed most reasonable Are made. There is, of course,
no universal agreement on what are the most reasonable assumptions, and, therefore,
the methods and data used to make these projections are shown in detail so that

' anyone who wishes to make other assumptions will be able to derive his own pro-
jections.

.

DISCRIMINATION - AN EVOLVING DEFINITION

Peter Robertson
Director, Office of Federal,Liaison

E9ual Employment/Opportunity Commission
$

The Equal Employment dpportunity Commission is a regulatory agency. In order

kt
to regulate, it must first define discrimination in employment, a ter ia'has
evolved over. the years. EO was 1964 without a orcemedi power,
but in 1974, enforcement W1t added to its authority whirtergress found that
employers lacked the technical perception to recognize discrimination. In 1964,
discrimination was generally perceived as isolated acts of which were
deliberate. However, by 1972, discrimination w seen as being more than bias or-L
bigotry alone. In Griggs vs. Duke Power, a definition of discriminatiOn was made
based on the issue of the kinOsiof,written teststhat could be used aiica basis. for
employment. The court defied discrimination as. they perceived itanlPtuggeste4
anew way of thinking about employment sistems. If an employment system operates
to exclude ,Negroes, and cannot be shown to be job-related, the Griggs case declared'
it to be discr'imin'atory,

.The ptiftse "operates to exclude" leads necessarily to the use of availability
atistics for the workforce. Courts and federal enforcement agencies look at the

',33'
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employment statistics df an employer and compare'them to the availability statistics

on women and minorities to determine whether policies have "operated to exclude"

minorities or women.

The real question arises indetermining Aich statistics are the relevant ones.

About two-thirds of those used by employers represent circular thinking, and the

problem of breaking out of that circle is being laid on the employer.

.0n6example of how this circular Oinking may be examin6Jis in higher

education. The requirement that faculty members must have a Ph.D. may result

in finding few !'qualified blacks or temples." EEOC may decide that this

shows discrimination if the Ph.D. requirement operates to exclude minorities or

women, and may question the rob-relatedness of the Ph.D. requirement. The Ph.D.

may not be essential or even.neces,Sary.

In 1972, when the law was extended to cover higher education, this problem

began* a point of discussion in the Senate, when it was suggested that higher

education should be immune to the requirements of affirmative action. The thrust

of the discussion focused on the presentation of availability data and the Griggs

case was discussed. One Senator cited data which indicated that persons without

a Ph.D. could be a part of the available pool. If universities were required to

show the relevance to the, job of the Ph.D., would the percentage of doctorates on

faculties decrease?
/

While the answer is not known, it is certain that universities along with

other employers will be increasingly required. to justify job requirements whpn

such requirements operate to exclude appropriate numbers of minorities or women.

0'

39
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PANEL III

ACTIVITIES AND EMPLOYMENT CONCERNS OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS AS ASSESSED

AND-AFFECTED BY THEIR PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES AND UNIONS; AND BY THE PUBLIC

Specific Concerns addressed by this panel were:.

Data and 6eAvicez avditabtetosemptoyeui goveknment agencieis and indivi4Lab
tinom coociation/s and un,On4.

imp/tot:ling ,the quality o6 wonking Li*. and deating.wiih:job nobler
Amutting'inom national tegiztation.

, .

Obtaining and da,seminating inptmation icon cakeek couweting,t pakticutaiiiy
ion women and. minmitiat

Enhancing the pubtic vieN.oti science and cngineeking.
P

.

% 4 Betty Vetter,:Executive,Director
MScientific Manpower Commission

,--
%.

Scientists- and engineers are affected by federal programs'and policies,
both_before and during their student days, and when they enter the professional,

41abeFforce. They are additionally affected at aA\Farly stage in their lives -
..

by, public perceptions of science and engineering and itspracticioners, as
relayed to them by their parents, their teachers, theii- guidance counselqrs, o
and the general- publb:-

- .

-
.

.

As students, they can be turned away.from scientific or technological
__.t------careers,by these perceptions., as well as' by the guidance they obtain, and this

oi

cr*

has, in the past,,been particularly true for girls'who'sometimes, e been
steered away from the necessary mathematics courses and other pre atioq by
their own acceptance of,the mythology about female abilities an feminine
pursuits. r , --.....

: ----.......;

Students'Ao choose toprepare for careers-in these,fields may be Iffq,sed
by the availability of support, determined in part by federal.policies,- jr jv

_. . -
.4,

..,,..,,

. Once in the work force, scientists acid engineers face p'r'oblems concerned
with the job market; with employment standards and the qualities of their
working life; with stability and security in their chose careers; and with ,"
the public view of their prOessiop.

<

Individuals a;ting alone often tPie less effective. than brought
together by their mutual needs and interests, which can act. as a single unit'
to, bringrabout needed change, provide mutual support, and Sere common interests.
Therefore, most scientists and engineers choose to join witrgthers who have

.

similar interests and face similar problems by ?affiliating, with professional
. societies or with unions. These groups provide varying. levels of services'
members ranging from. colleague support thrOugh continuing education activi
to actual job negotiations related to working conditions and Salaries. So
of them also produce manpower data in their fields, which is used also-by t .7
government in conjunction with other data. For example,-Martin Frankel note
use'by the National Center for Edycation Statistics of data from the Engineer'

41.)
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't Manpower Commission and the Ameripn Institute,of Physics.

The ability of scientists and en ers to perform their professional

activities is bpth expAnded and restrained by federal pOliciesand practices ,

end by.the actions of groups representing the pOlit intet'es4 Without federal

support of their wor4(', much of that Ark could not be done at all. Without

public.concern for the results of ,,the work, much of it could not be funded.

On the other hand, because of restraints imposed gpth-by government regulations 4

and puillic 'iterest groups, the conditions under Rich .they are,allomed to.

PerforM their work include barriers that must be dealt with, one way or another.

,This panel will amine someaspects of the counseling process articularly

as it relates to girl some of the activities ankl_concerns of professional

societies and unions
the

represent and proxideAkervices to scientists'aia

engineers;. and some o the issues in-manpower plandliglor a healthy science

in the future, as viewed by'the public. ,

.

.
POWER, PRESTIGE, HONOR: 4-DREAM Rat GIRLS, TOO

Mary,E1 en Verheyden-Hilliard
Consultant, Washington-, D.C. Ir .

'In,America we are fond of speaking of Our democracy as one in which merit

will be rewarded and all may aspire to that reward: It is, of course, a myth

to half the nation's population.' Neither girl's riot those who educate and rear

them believe that little girls should dream of power, prestige and honor Ohr

t, they are grown up:' Although there are. some individual parents and individual

educators who takea different tack, for the most part;`American girls-are still

.socialized to the Cinderella Syndrome. The Cinderella Syhdromelassumes that ,'

;a oirl will only want to work or.need /04work for a- little while until she is

carried' off tothe'castle by the Prinerwhere she will live happily ever after
4

with never a neeeto be indepeNe4 becalise.sne will be "taken care -pY" her

lifejdog. Her power, prestige; and honor need never ,stem froehdr owh.efforts;

but will.colw vicarious* through whatever second -hand 41latus she is able to

derive fromthe Prince's position.

We tonti

r
socialize girls -to this myth in spite ofilmell publiciZed

census bureau statistics which tell'U's that almost half. the entire American

1a4pr force is`fertialethat 54 percent of an'Agivican women between the ages

of 18 and 54 are it, -the Tabor force, t4t 7,000,000 marriages ended in divorce

In 1975,, that men die sooner than wom n, and tint two thirds of ill the pool-

people'overthe.a4e of 65earerwomen. :

we continue to bring up little girls to believe-that total financial de-

pendence.is an.acceptable way of ife for an adult .woman. This has ;resulted

understandably., in the failure of'giris, and young women to see any reson to

41 pursue a rigorous academic plan ;leading to a life-long career plan. Women

_
work primarily in low.paying.dead-end jobs tillich,provide no career ladder .0

--and no salary stale to make the position worth while. The majority of wome

who work are eitier -in clerical or service occupations such as beauticians tk

waitresses. Of the tiny percentage who are.* prgessional positions; the

majority are elementary and -secondary schoolAeachers. Tie career ladde'r up'

on these positions can
best,be'demonstrated by noting that of averAP,000 school

stperintendents in the United-Seates, 65 are women. Mong,scientists and

01-7 englneer010 the labor force, only 5.8% are 'women*.

".forg."

4
1'
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Throuph the school years we regard the- conforming, good :little 'girl who

. causes no trouble and follows directions and is.popular with ma)es% We ignore _

the evilierice long before us that we are, socializing with almost deliberate pre-
cision-to behavior which may lead to,less intellectual achievement. - ' ,

t.'
.,

, ,.
>.,

.

In the Fel's Institute irgitudinal study of giftedchildren,',fhe boys and
gjrls whose IQ rose during elementary school were those. who were assertive,

. independent, anddbminant in ipteraction`with other Childs& The boys and
piers whose

,and

fell were passive and shy anddependent. The National Assess-
, ment of Educational Progress revealed in 1975;that ails-tested eoual to'hovS

at age 9 but by age 13, began to fall behind in math,-science and social
, Studies an the downward trend continued'through the late teen years and into
adulthoOd.'t

.

The researceindicates(that-educators,.on whom a girl is dependent for
e Ucational and careerilinformation'and help, treat her in a Stereotypic way,
a d'that the males wit whom she grows up are, at every'age-except kindergarten,,
ess favorable than girls of the,same age to concept-o'f change that would ,

ant women greater participation in the social 'economic andapolttical life
.

o the world; ore less- willing 'to letswomen restrigous- occupatigns; and
w tare less Wit ing.te-participate_irran equitab y inWhe sharing'ofthe tasks

required t ep a household and familywoperati 'Thee final irony of the
liberating' affect Of, a college education flay e seen in.the survey of Iv7
.League male students which,re.Veale.that only 7 perentNof the men were willing,
to change their role in any Way in order to help a future wifejtursue a career.

.
.

. ...,-, - , .

Wh'en Cciffected the Sex Equality in Guidance Opportunities (SEGO} Project
(the first nationally coordinated effort by ttie.Office of EducatiOn'to provide'
Technical assistaneewto educators in eyery.state,oesex equality),I learned a

. !,'
great.deal from the 7,000 educatioy-s who participated in SEGO's 300 workshops. : .

,

. f
. ^ . ) .1' \

The clearest message was that'they, too, were locked in the Cinderella -

`Syndrome-and that although they would encourage girls tio plan for "Multiple- +4

roles!' :of wife, mother and career woman, power; prestiseand honor as.a goal
for glOs had not yet entered the picture in any significant Way. J.Neither was;
any significant_effernIng given to boys to them understand'and.learri.

-, to cope with the.fact that their way as adult mpR will be,changed as
,

. new paths open to women. ,
,

.

. '5

.4.4, There is no single'place to intdrvene'to end the per'petuigon.of jihis
' disabking, disaster. For those with the'power to do soeinternhtion Must.

4., .,,
bdgin'everywhere, and Lt once. Girls and boys must learn'toencOmpass the ,

. of,

idea -thatIdeathat Alk4mpgraht to 'aspire andachieve independent of pOtential , . .

larifal an Wfental status,,ariPtibat truly adult human beings will priderstand
. . thejecess ty_ for alq ,members of a; family to contribute o ,t119 family's emotional

and well-being. As bas'be&I noted, it is chit o4re and not child,' ,.
0

bearing, which causes' the most ange problems for f it With ;that

fact firmly in'mind, the n'ext poi i is obvious./ Child% re'dan be done bli a
loving parent -.male or female. Wild care is not a-owo an's pi7oblem." . It
is the concern of every person o-chooses to,Start a fa Sly; .' .

It may, perhaps, be usef6l to be in "at home." AS Irtrginia Woolf& said,
the:personal is the 'political. To lodk at a daughter or a grand-daughter and
consider whether you wouldlike her to be forever dependent on someope else's
'largess (which, the statistics tell us, is/quite.unlikely to A enduring) or
l '*(

A

I
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to be a person secure in her own ability to achieve and mtintain financial '

security, isto begin to'understand what must be done for all girls. The goal

of power, prestige and honor is part of the American dream. And.the American

dream belongs to girls, too. .

-a.

* THE IMPACT OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIUYON EMPLOYMENT
"(

CONCERNS OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Robert Neuman, Head
DepaAmellt of Professional Relations and Manpower Studies

American Chemical 'Society .

The American-Chemical Society is only one of many associations whose members

are individual 0-ofessionalS rather than organliations or corporations: However,

the ACS is larger than most societies that represent individual scientists,

and it has undertaken a large variety of projects intended to benefit chemists

, and chemical'engineers--in their education, in the pursuit of their professions,

and inspeEific employment situations. A brief, description of a few member-

oriented ACS activiti4s tan illustrate what professional'societies do on behalf

of individual professionals. Many of these activitie also serve employers,

.
,government agencies, and educational institutions.

The American Chemical.Society's'national tharte , enacted by tongress in

1V37,.initiences the kinds of activity the/ACS can pu ue. ACS was f ly

incorporated to encourage i he broadest and most libe 1 manner e adyance-

ment of themistry; the promoro4 of chemical research, and the improvement of

chethists through high.ethical standards, education, aril attainments. ACS

cannot be a lobbyirig organization,,but is required by its charter, upon the

governthent's request,."to investigate, examine, experiment, and report upbn

any subject in pure or applied chemistry. connected With the national defense."

,

The Society is permitted-to spend only an insubstantial portion of its

funds diregtly-on actties aimed at improving the professional status of its

members. However, becivse the budget for this society of over 100,000 chemists

and chefnical engineers has become quite.large, the, use of even a small part

can have conslderable impact uponethe professional status of- chemists and

chemical engineers. 1
.

',Services to Members

Since the depressjon days in the thirties, the ACS has been concerned

ab6ut employment and othett- professional problems of individual chemists and

Chemical engineers, and his had committees and staff to deal with them. The

Sbciety's weekly news magazine provides a place where.both employers and

ineividuals seeking' employment can advertise. In addition, the Society main-

-. tains an employment clearing house at'its headquarters on a year-round basis

and also provides the means at semi=-annual national meetings for employers and

'prospective employees to come together for employment interviews. The ACS also

. has developed professional employment guidelines in an effort tomaintain high

standards both in the jo4perforpance of individual chemical employees and in the

treatment they receive' from employers,

6 4 3
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Career Cdunseling Information

Career guidance is prOvided through the dissemination of literature and
thrdUgh work with a nationwide network of student affiliate chapters. There
is a Women-Chemists Committee td emphasizecareer-guidance for women and to,
seek solutions to the special problems-faced by women working in chemistry.
There is .a task .force on the problems of minority chemists and a subcommittee
fiSr the education and employmedt of the disadvantaged.

---Education Services

An important part_of die services available to individual chemists'and
engineers is the continuing education program, which is available in many
forms--intensive short courses of two or three days duration, correspdndence
courses, film, tape cassettes, and soon a specialized use of television.

The ACS°4as contributed to development of high school cheinfstry teaching,
and at the ,college level, the ACS has a procedure for approving,college depart-
ments of chemistry that meet certain minumum standards set by the Society.
Nearly all the major institutions in the country, from which, most chemi§ts,
receive.their degrees, are,now on the ACS approved lilt.

.14 J
Links with Industry --

The,ACS does not represent the chemical.process industry,'but maintains a
useful linkage with the employers cif chemists and chemical engineers through
AC$ CorporationiAssdciates.- Cooperative-mutually beneficial activities
involving both educational and todustrial communities are organized by theACS.
Through the ACS Committee On Chemistry and-public Affairs, with staff support,
many chemistry-related projects inthe,public,i-ealm are eiplored, and compre-
hensive reports are generated. -Thee Society studielproblZms of energy conser-
vation,and environmental protection, and provides ftstimony in Congressiorial
hearings on legislation thati,may involve,chemical sci,e or peofessional
scientific manpower.

1
Manpower Data Studies.

"N.
fit

Undergirding much of this, aceiyit) is a-prdgram of manpower surveys
and reports conducted by 'the or ce'of Manpower Studies. These include annual.
surveys-to determine trends irl'alemiCal salaries.and employment status, start-
ing salaries of newly granted chemists-and chemicN1 engineers,'and the numbers,
of chemists and'chemical erigiheers graduating at the A/arias degree levels.
Special studies have been made on tip economic status of women and on chemists
accepting postdoctoral-positions.--47n,each of these past two'; ears we'have
conducted simple surveys to ascertain tqvavailabiljty of teaching positions

-tfl chemistry. All these ftpdings art,frlde,,available to educators, iiidustrial
employers, and goverament agencies: We try to integrate AC5 data on science
manpower with th0se from other sources, especially government'ageneiet. 'We

Ahave made a few attempts at forcastinA of bpth the likely supply and the
o

prospects for employment.

These manpower s, tudies can lead to rather distabbingAtonclusions bout
. future demand isp,ponventionally-fratned,chemists and they indica% a need for

evaluating.ihemital education -- perhaps all college ectiCation., The size of the

)
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college age-population has been, growing more rapidly than the total U.S. popu-

lation
et into the sixties and received greatexpanded during the nin den fifties and

,..k...0.

since 1955, and it is projected to peak in 1983. Colleges and universities

.
infusions of goverment money which aidedthe expansion and encouraged, young
people 10 obtain scientific training to meet the needs of the space program. ,

Financial support began to ivither'in the gecond half of the sixties but the

educational machtnery,has acquired-donsiderabie momentum. Little thoughtwds

.given to changing the educational emphasis. .
, ... ,

As we entered the seventies we suffered a severe employment
'

crunch for'
,

scientists and engineers, and found educational institutions producing more

. uientists""and engineers than ite market seemed able to absorb. There now

api:lears to be a danger.of a worldwide glut of college graduates. Some serious

thought should be given to the whole matter ofvorldwide manpower planning and

to possible changes in the role of educational institutions. - 10

Dr. Alan McClelland of the4ACSCommittee on Economic Status has itudied

.some of the trends in data gathered by the Society. Les than 20 ,percent of

last year's graduates with a bachelof's degree in chemistry went into full-

time chemical employment upon graduation, as compared with.alMost 40 percent

in,1958. In 1954,bachelor's degree chemists and chemicalengineers started ,4
their careers at approximately equal salaries, but the engineers' salaries have

been gaining steadily vis-a-vis those of chemists, so that now engineers'

starting salarie are 32% higher.
P o

The prmr, ion of new Ph.D.'s accepting a postdoctoral position as a_

first job has ncreased steadily from 15.7% in 1960 to 48.7% in 1976. In 1976,

More Ph'.D.'s accepted postdoctoral positions than any otherkind of employment,

indicating thit a good proportion of'them are entering a holding---pattern until -.

suitable employment opportunities are' found.
1

In, view of these trends, Dr. McClelland suggests the alteration of

chem*cal education in such a way as to broaden the job 6pportunities. One

usefUl alteration would incorporate more engineering and practical technology

in the-total'curriculum of chemistry majors. 'Suitable modifications 15f the

.curricu lum could make students in chemistry not only' better able to function

in nonreseafth positions, but also better able" to performin nonchemical careers.

C
.
In view of the manpowerends for scientists nad enginee rs, the educational

.community is urged to-0160 er char ging, its traditional course and developing

new goals for scientific educatto2.'

a
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ACTIVITIES AND C)NCERNS OF'PROrtSSIONAL SOCIETIES -1'N'PHYSICS,-*

, .

.' -Beve'rly'Fea'rn Porter -_,
American Institute.of Physics

Introduction,

a

a.* The major goal of the physics anastrono om6unities is to furthertftia 1

development of these fields by advancing the knowledge of physics and astronomy
and its application to human welfare. To accomplish such a goal it is clear
that meaningful career avenues for individuals must be kept open, that oppor-
tunities for women and minorities must be furthered, and that the public under- i

standing of physics and astronomy must be advanced.

The relationship between the physics communityand the government has /
been an important one. In the 1960's physics and astronomy received substantial
federal funding for research and manpower development programs. It was difficult
to belie/e thatsuch hajcyon-days could end, but they did. The effect on the
physics community was raumatic. Fromthe 'Golden OneS". of the 1960's, we

i'

became the proverbial wspaper cartoons of the 1970's. Luckily the "nuclear
physicists driving tax cabsA is decidedly atypical;,but it symbolized the trauma
many physicists have faced.

.Since then the physics ctuuunity has become somewhat more cautious.
Although it will always have a strong relationship with the government, it may
not be quite as ready to leap onto every new government'' bandwagon that comes
along. The late AlleCartter said thafthe economic traumas of the early '70's
could be'viewed as positive, .if we saw them as a lesson to start looking ahead
and begin considering the problems which will be looming in the last two.
decaies of the century. The physics and astronomy communities are tryirig to
do exactly that!

Data and Services Mailable. AIP -APS

TheAmerican Institute of Physics has a long history of manpowe' data
collegtion and analysis.% It has monitored the supply of physicists through
its- enrollments and degrees surveys of department chairmen for more than
fifteen'years. It has'also directly surveyed new degree holders and gr'aduate

--Students-on an annual basis. To keep track of the uOization.of physicists
after the decease of. the NSF National Register, AIP and APS conducted their
own employment and demographic survey of the physics community in 1973.

Presently several follow-up stUbies examining' the employment situation and
attitudes of academics denied tenure, -industrial physicists, mobile...physicists
.et64are being conducted.- Studies Of demand hdve been more limited. Two
studies, one of academic, and one-Of industrial demand.have been undertaken.

fAll r ent manpower data collected by AIP are omit*. Reports are ,

published r ularly, and' special inquiries are dealt with throughout the year.
The users ar many, ranging from depaAment chairmen, faculty, students and
individual physicists to industrial companies and government Agencies.,

.

The Institute also ctnducts a year -round placement service, assisting
bothphysicists.and employee! by acting as ari information exchange. Registrants
with the service are sent open position listings monthly and searches of re-
gistrant files are done at employer request. Recently the American Physical

Qt)
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Society has developed a small,,program of industrial fellowships, aimed parti-

cularly at companie? which have not typically employed physicists in the past.

Career Counseling Information

While individual physicists will continue to make their own career

decisions, data and description of the actual employment situation can prov,ide

usefj41 guidelines% An employment counselor has been available at society

meetings and for several years at the Inkitute itself. A netwotk of: employ-

ment information Officers at.ograduate physics departments has been established.

In addition to disseminating general employment and more specific-job,infor-. /\"--r

matron; many of them are able to provide career counseling for the young

-physicist. Ih addition new career booklets are beginning to emerge.

Career information and counseling for women and minorities in physics

involves more extensive problem. Women and minority group members are a very

small proportion of the physic 'community. The America Physical Society has

a Committee on the Status of Women in Physics and a Co ittee on Minorities4

which hale been active in dealing With the ,concerns of these groups.

The.Committee on the Status of Women in Physic has conducted' several .

studies, produced reports to the APS Council, and run special sessions at

society meetings. In response to the cry, "but we can't find any women

physicists" - theypublished rosters of over 1,500 women physicists in 1972:

-They have produced a career booklet "Women!in Physics," directed'at high school

and beginning college students, which describes the varied nature of the field

of phys'ics, dispels some of the myths surrounding emplbyment of When in science

and de tribes the lives and careers of several women physicists today. Clearly

.problerfk of role modeks, recruitment, and actual discrimination all need to

be dressed if.women and minorities are to contrib4te their full potential to

the field of physics. Thel-e is,growing recognition of this in the community

ed increasing activity.

Enhancing the Public View of Physics,

Particular in the 1970'sthe -physics community,has come to realize how ;

crucial to the ontinued health development of the field is an increased blic

understanding f physics.
1ms

The physics community has reached out through its creative public relations

activities to today's public, and through its increasingly innovative course

'offerings to the public of tomorrow.' Press conferences and topical seminars

are given for science writers at meetings; author-prepared;'lay-language copoi, es

of physics papers are distributed to colleges and universities. Presently, .

several minute radio spots are being developed which feature such provocative

and interesting topics` as Fire Physics, Earthquake Predictions, Ph*ics.of

Karate, Noise and Behavior!, and Mirages. Physics is clearly a part df people's

experience! 'Innovative physics courses for liberal arts and, other college

students a e also beingdeiveloped with the recognition that the public of

( tomorrow wi eed more scientific sophistication than the public of today.
.

Through data collection, placement activities, career counseling and CCM-

tinuin4j\eff6rts to further publ I understantking, the physics,c6Mmunity has

taken major strides to "help itself" face the problems-of the coming decades.

4'r
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EMPLOYMENT CONCERNS- OF SCIENTISTS'AND ENGINEERS'

Frank Collins

anc0Atomic Workers
International Union,

Career Counseling

Counseling in departMents and'schools of engineering and science is not
in a good state. Careercounseling should begin before admission by an academic
institution and should ke Dart of the admissions procedure. Instead,, students
are often given sales talks on why they.should select science or engineering
as a career and, in particular, why "they should select the'given school.

After- admission, counseling reaches only the more tragic cases. Fifty
percent of the undergradUates.in most engineering schools leave engineering
before graduation. Many go away defeated and demoralized. Some should never
have entered engineering or science in the first plSbe,.because their abilities,
aptitudes and interests were not well suited to their fields. Career .counseling
at the start of the academic career can be critical`

Technological changes and technological shOcks-, such as those arising .

from the energy crisis, are likely tome recurring phenomena in the comming
period. The problem is how to minimize the human damage of these changes and
how to provide adequate and competent.manpower in-fields that suddenly became
vital to the nation.

Prediction of manpower requirements made by projecting exist-Mg trends
does h6t allow for unforeseen events and genral.surprises. The recession in
the aerospace industry commencing in the late 1960's and the solid state fun-
damental research slackening at about the same time are both illustrations of
the fallacy of long range' predictions based on historical trends. Manpower
projections have some degree of influence on studentschoices of careers, dis-
sertation'topics and jobs on graduation, but there is a lag of four to nine
years between career choices and entry into the- chosen profession, depending
on degree level.

This tine period is long egough'for some predictions to demonstrate them-
selves as false, but the miStakes'have been made.

EmpJoyment Problems

For employed scientists and engineers, these uncertainties in the future
of any specialty mean that individuals can not be certain of a lifetime career /

in their chosen professional field. Even so, some have. this illusion ofpervoencnd they are severely joltedwhen they become surplus commodities.

A major problem is the Tack of versatility of many scientistS'and engineers.- .

This means that they are not readily employable in other allied fields and
specialties in the event of laybff arising frqm shifts in technological develop-
ment. This is difficult to resolve. Science and engineering ,succeed because
prgbleMs are solved by specialized knowledge of all of the _required fine details
of a Oven physical situation. This need fqtsPdtializati6h'is reflected in
the character of undergraduate curricula, graduate research' and working experience
on most" ndustrial jobs.

4,5
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1 :
Howevect for the indiyidual,

.
the result of this emphasise on specialization

may be pbsofesoence. The. directions of technology and research change with

time,leavingithe over-specialized high and dry.
A

University faculties long ago,established the sabbatical policy,which

gives the-professor a change of venue and ,the opportunity to branch out into ,

new fields of study. Some professors make this the occasion of a major change

in their area of research. Most use the time to extend their knowledge of

adjacent fields bearing directly on their principal research interest. In

either, case, it is a time for renewal and for 'breaking the-habits leading to

professional obsolescence.

The sabbatical is not an established po'licy in industrial research and

development. From management's poin4 of view, 'the money would be Wasted if

the employee left his job after the sabbatical experience. Howeyer,_the more

pt.obable result is that the sabbatical would lead to a continuing infusion of

fresh ideas in.tio the laboratory or engineering department. From the standpoint

.of public policy, if scientists are to be regarded as a valuable national

asset,' en the industrial sabbatical would serve the national interest by /

counteracting the dtpreciation of this asset through professional obsolescence.

Layoffs .

,

A layoff is e rude shock to the professional employee who feels that he

or she is doing well at work. The immediate result is demoralization, making

the search for substitute employment doubly difficult.

Lay-offs mainly take place during economic recessions when more people are

chasing fewer jobs. Although some individuals find employment, statistically , ,

there is a, pool of unemployed scientists and eAginee'rs. schools, in resume'

writing may htlp individual scientists, but statistically no new jobs are .

created. 1 .

- What is the composition of these selected for layoffs? The first to go ........,-.
are the young employees still in their extended. probationary period. But the

typical scientist or'eng.ineer laid off is middle'aged, has years of experience

,U in a narrow field and is reluctant to moVe because of roots in his community

after years of employment there. This type of professional employee is some-

times coldly referred to by top management as "dead wood."' However, management

policies largely contribute to this situation. There is another more crass

reason for the preferential lay-offs of middle aged and older employees. After

years of merit and other raises, the older employee, simply costs _more than a

younger one. , .

.41

Although the law ntkprohibits discrimtrOti on on account of. race, sex or

age, discrimination in lay -offs of the older, groups of employees' is bath

'difficult nd 'expensive to .prove, 411thougp there have been some recent successes

in this di ection. ,,P,rOfessional employees still need a good 'union to look

after thei. interest in the matter of lay' offs.,
How do perso el departments determine who to hire? In large companies,

formal job criteria such as degrees, 'prestige of_the school, number of papers, -.....,

patents, years of experience, job titles, etc, may be established and then

matched against applicants. A candidate may be found to be either for,the._job

quilified or overqualified, according to the criteria established for ne job.

While these may be valid reasons for not' hiring, too often they are catch phrases

used to inform unsuccessful candidates ofter the hiring d isions has been made. '

4:i f
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Reducing Supply/Demand Imbalances

In.conclusion, the priMary task remains the projection of future trends
in scientific and engineering employment and getting this information to
scientists and engineers and to students considering careers in these fields.

To be useful, these predictions of manpower demand must not be simple,
projections of existing trends. Assessment must include'the consideration of
potential new technologies,' their chances for expansion and estimation_of
resultipg manpower needs. At the same time, existing manpower needs must be,
carefully assessed with respect to'.their chances of withering away. This is 406
a difficult but highly important task in a coming period of rapidly. changing
technologies.

)

PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS FOR MANPOWER

PLANNING IN SCIENCE

Nancy E. Abrams,,Copsultant
Offiee of Technology,Assessment

This talk may seem to be about women and~ minorities in science. It is
. not. It is about the health of.thetscientific and technical enterprise in
the 11.S. today and the chief issueln manpower planning for a healthy science
in the future.

r 'The National Science Board complied a report last year entitled Science
at the Bicentennial: A Report from the Research Community. Its purpose was

d
,

\

to define the critical isstes-or problems for science today which "would
the effectiveness of research unless properly addressed." Over 900

top- avel dministrators of research in universities, industry, federal
lab raories, and independent research institutes were asked to write their
pi ions as to the two most critical issues for scientific research. Complaints

----t- inc uded insufficient-Irregular funding (universities);excessive government
regulation without a coherent science 'policy (industry); and from all four,
types of institutions, the_perceptioh that the public neither understandsor
appreciates basic research and has a-"negative attitude" toward it.' The most

.: relevant concerns for our purposes, however, were these: the best young people
are not going into.science and engineering, at least not in industry (industry);
and the continued supply of manpowerto do Research must be assured (universities).

Despite common fears of a decreasing pool of real talent_in research, it
did not occur to these people in key Positions that the de facto exclusion of
women and minorities from the scientific enterprise is more than halving what-
ever talent would otherwise be available, and'that the unwillingness or apparent
inability of the enterprise to remedy this situationis a critical prtblem by
the'National Science Board's qwn definition. I begah-countingsthe names of
people from whom opinions had been solicited. Of /133 from universities,>5
were women:?; nam4s. Of 113 from industry, not one was a woman. At that point
I stoAftd cotinting. I may have missed one' or two whose names were foreign or
in initials, but the difference would be insignificant. Even if every woman
on the list had given highest prioi-ity to the imb lance of men and women in
science and the institutional impediments to wom entering the sciences, a
concern of only five people' would not have bee entioned in the summary report.

ft
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The only mention of affirmative
action for women and minorities was as a

"burdensome requirement" and as a cause of "anti-intellectualism, a major

component of which is an anti- science attitute."

Manpower planning, by definition, looks to the future. These individuals'

responding to the National Science Board, mho represent the uppermost echelons

of science and technology in this country, say that the pool of-top talent

going into science is dwindling, and that the public has,apoor understanding

of science and a negative attitute toward it. Their suggested solution is to

"convince" the public (including Congress) of the Aportance of science and

technology so that the scientific enterprise may have more, and more stable,

funding, with fewer requirements imposed from tbe out e. At no point in

P that report is there any recognition that-the public could be right: that

"negative attitudes" might have some justification; that solutions to some of-

the critical problems might be more difficult than just adding funds and reducing

interference; in short, that long-term solutions might require"changes in the

scientific enterprise and the intellectual courage to recognize what such

change would mean.

1$erd is today a 'small but influential movement afoot called "public

interest science" in the U.S.-and 'critical science" in Britain. Public

interest science attempts to bring out unspoken or unnoticed dimensions of

policy issues in science and technology, compelling decision-makers to con-

'front.the social, economic, and human implications of the choices before them.

Pblic interest scientists may act on their own, in writing as members of.,

advisory committees, or sometimes as whistle bldmers; or they May provide

technical assistance to environmental or consumer groups defending interests or

values against technological impositions designed with apparently little or

no regard too sharmful effects or more acceptable alternatives. Whatever form

the activity takes, however, its purpose is essentially the same: to bring

into public debate the hidden assumptions of the scientific and technical

enterprise and the diversity of human values and need's which must playa role

in the formation of good a d legitimate science Kolicy.

The effort to open science and technology to women and minorities is a

central, though still little-recegnized, part of public interest-Science. It .

too attempts to expose the assumption of the Scientific
establishment as to

1) the kind of persoVn most. "suited to science,"

2) the meaning and measure of "intelligence,"

3) the meaninvand measure, of "success" and "prestige" in science,

4) priorities i tific research, . .

5) ethical,val es in.science and their role in R CD.

Public interest scion lso attempts to inject into public debate the values

and needs-of a vast ,. ignored constituency -- over 60% of the population --

. which has been largely excluded from the policy-making process in-science an4

technology, froM the formal OciSion-making levels of advisOry committees and

peer review panels and fromlhe de facto individual decision-making of the

scientist about the direction of his own research.

Manpower-specialists have pointed out that with the end of the growth.

pe iod of the sixties, scientists may have to become more versatile.and able

to hift to' fields where demand exists if they want to stay employed. S4training,,,

how ver, will never succeed in.assuring a balance of people amor fields where

5i
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They are needed until the problem of allocation of prestige is faced. In 5asio
science, the prestige of.a field increases with the ,Oistance from human beings'.
Why?'

It was mentioned earlier that we face a glut of educated people. This/'
is an incredible. statement. It can only have meaning in'a system so distortfd,
that education is worthless unless it can get you one of a disappearigly smell
class of prestige jobs. Yet it is education that can-make people free, both
individually and on a global scale. Womep and minorities in science are
challenging this concept of prestige. What R & D is really in the public
interest? Shouldn't prestige be somehow tiedlo that? Shouldn'ta functional
definition of 'intelligence" somehow take into account one's sensitivity tp
human needs and one's ability to require of his or her intellectual,processes
that they be in harmony with that sensitivity?

r

The future health of science depends not only on'opentng the ,manpower
pool to all taleqt, regardless of race or sex; it depends also on openness of
inquiry, and orithe pursuit of knowledge whose value is not prejudged.- I would
like to mention a few examples of research in areas previously unexplored or
diScounted as trivial. June Shaup-Hummel is doing research on female voice
and speech patterns -after discovering that almost all research done on the
"human" voice used male voices. Jean and John Lennane are examinjng female
and child disorders such as nausea in pregnancy, menstrul pain, and colic,
which.have often been assumed to be psychogenic' despite evidence indicating
organic causes. Rohrlich, Leavitt, et al have pointed out that,anthropology
tries so hard to fight ethnocentrism that it'fails trate theandrocentrism
for which the male ethnographer is not held responsible even in his own culture.
In appli0 research, both men and women scientists have noted the bia5 toward
researctr on exclusively female contraceptives and some are now engaged' in
research into possible male contraceptives.

Lorg-ran9e manpoWer planning will'have-to account not only for numbers of
. people and fluctuating demand among fields, but for qualitative changes not
only in fields and directions of research but in the rage of social values to

440e accommodated. As previously excluded groups begin to participate in the
scientific enterprise in numbers and at levels significant enough to be felt,
the scientific enterprise may need to- become more flexible in the lifestyles
it allows and the judgments it passes upon the value of different kinds of
knowledge and the people who seek it. A healthy science:cannot afford to do
less if its goal is to discover truth, rather than one face of it; and to solve
human problems, not ,just intellectually interesting ones.

52
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APPENDIX I ,

EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP

Participants were asked to fill out en, evaluation sheet as a guide to the

meeting arrangers for any future workshops. While not all participants returned the

evaluation,ibeet, and some answered only part of the questions asked; the results

were useful. Total responses are tallied on the evaluation sheet on page 49.

Comments were varied. About one third of those responding inditated that

the number of panelists or the length of their presentations left too little time for

discussion with the other workshOp participants. Some felt there was too much ..

emphasis on problems of women and minorities, some wanted more "how to do" presentations

on manpower planning, and a numberisuggested that more handouts of summaries or data

from the speakers would have been helpful. In this connection, several emphaSized

the usefulness of the report on Supply and Demand for SCientists.and Engineers that

was mailed to all registrants prior to the workshop.,
. .

Almost one fourth ofthe speakers'sugges.ted that this kind of workshop be

repeated, some emphasizing the need to do more within this subject area, some indicating

that the subjett should be narrowed, and some suggesting a broader scope for additional,

workshops.

'----- Lively interaction between panelists and other worksh.op-Oarticipants

emphasized reputedly the pervasiveness and the complexity of-federa activities and

regulations-affecting every stage of the lives of scientists and engineers, from

recruitment to educa n and training, thfough utilization in the scientific and

engineering workforc Not only are individuals affected directly by government

activities and .regula ons, but their activities-from early career choice through.

retirement Ore secondarily affected by goVernment influence on society goals, edu-

1. cationalinstitutions, and employers in every sector. _ .

A period of a clig and a half could not possibly have covered all these

influences,and their interIctions. It did serve to i4dicate something of the scope

and complexity of the interrelationships that resultdirectly and indirectly-froM the

activities of the government.

S

* * * X * * * * * * * * *

SMC/MAPS WORKSHOP PLANNING COMMITTEE

Alexander Adler Minerva A. Math

Eleanor Babco . , Robert K. Neuman

Michael F. Crowley Philip Nowers

Morton S. Ettlestein . Betty M. Vetter .

"3
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PLEASE RETURN TO THE REGISTRATION TABLE AT THE END OF.7HE WORKSHOP, OR MAIL TO THE

SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER COMMISSION, 1776 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUj, N.W., WASHING 1, D!C. 20036I

/ WORKSHOP VALUAT4ONNO%

41*

ExceliK Good Fair Poor

PROGRAM4BJECT CONTENT /8 /
o

/14/ /8 / , /-7
...

IVENESS OF MODERATOR . , ,t .

NEL I,

NEL If .

t --

,

PANEL III

SPEAKER PRESENTATIONS

PANEL I

PANEL II

PANEL III

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROUP DISCUSSION

LIE/ /177 L_Ei # I /

/a/ La/ 1 7 1 7_ .
La/ 1 /T17 / 2/ t L__/

La/
/5/

Li/

PANEL I. / 4/

PANEL II / 1/

PANEL III -
.. ,

/7P" --

.- ,

,MEETING ARRANGEMENTS /21/

/16/ / 7/
N._

/ /
.

/19/ ./ 5/ / /

/15/ / 4/.- /1 /

,...,

> t1 / 6/ 117`-.

/17/ / 6/ /5 /

LLV / 5/ / 3 /
i

.

...,,,

MEETING FACILITIES /1

OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS / 6/
4

/10/ /-7- * / . /

'/17- /

/20/ / 2/ . /-7

DID WORKSHOP LIVE UP TO YOUR EXPECTATIONS? IF NOT, PLEASE EXPLAIN

YES: 21 s' NO: 9 YES .AND NO: 2

. '

COMMENTS:

A

5
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1WOKSHOP ON MANPQk4 PANNING FOR'SCIENTISTS AND ENINEER$
. ,..,

%
" PART CIPANTS.

.

March 31

'' IM. Nancy Abram & .

41,8Alioliciei\and-Priorities
Offic9 tifjechnology-Osessment

,-Gongress of4the Uhited States

;Washington: D. C. 20510
, -.

Meander Adler ... ,

. SpeNal.Aksistan co%Extramural Affairs!.

Dept. HEW', H'" ResourCt istratiZn

5600 Fisher Can

'Rockvillez.Maeyland 20857

Mr.-John Alden, .Executlye.Setretary

.
Engineering Manpower Commissi.gn

345 ast_47.1h,Street
New York, New York 10047 e.

,

Sara.Day Anderson
f 'Wets Anal' tMa

-11600 4641 Street
Westat4 c.

liockville, Maryland 20852
,

.00

-Eleanor L. Babco,-Adnijnistraiiye Asst.

Scientific ManpoWer Commission
177,E Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

-a Washington,. D. C. 20036

1116 MrAlpbel Barrlies,.Study Directol-

1 1, 1977

Dr. Douglas S. Chapin; director.

Graduate and Postdoctoral PrOgra
Nation41 Science Foundation
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20550

Dr. Hans Cherney 9 ":

IBM Corporation
Dept."402, Building 65

Poughkfepsie, New Yokj2602

Or. Frank 111ins', Constltant
Chemica'& Atomic Woaprs.

.7jnternationaq Union
'14 1126 - 16th StreelSO.W.

\- Washington, D. C. 101036

Manpower Utilization Studies Gt:oup,:SRS

arNational:Sciente,Foundation
1800 GIStreet, NA.
Washington;,Th C. 20550.

_

Ufa. George E.' Bowen, III

ProgiamAnaTY-Tt, MAB, DRA, OD

Nation4l Institutes of Health

Room 1-8-58, Bbilding_31
9000 Rockville
Bethesda, Maryland 200l"

I

Mr.,James Brown' ' , =
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APPENDIX III

GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS .

,ACS .- American Chemial SOcietY
AIP - American Institute of Physic.s

APS - American Physical Society.

BHM. - Bureau of Rdllth Manpower
. BLS Bureau of Labor Statistics

L

CETA - Comprehensive Education and TrainingAct
.

'DOL -.Department of Labo.r .

EEO Equal Employment Opportunity
EEOC - Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

',EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
. ERDA - Energy Research and Development Administration
ETA - Employment and Trailing AdministrAion

FEA - Federal EnergyAdministretion I'

GE - General Electric
GNP - Gross National Product ..

HMO - Health Maintenance Organization
likA, -.Health Resources Mministratiori--

IBM - International Business Machines ifir

.MAO - Man'power Ass'essment OffiCe of ERDA
MARS ,.Manpower'Analysis and Planning Society
MCS Manpower Characteristics System',
MDTA - M4npower.Development and Training Act
MWEP - Minority Women Employment Program in DOL

/
45CES 7.National Center for Educatipri /Statistics
NIH L National Institutes of Health
'kW ( -. National science Foundation

'

.OES : 0 Tational Employment Statistics

ir .'OMB - 0 ice of Management and Budget
.

ORD ,- Of ice of Research and'' Development at DOL '0'

A

,

1

R&D - Research and ipevelopment

SESA - State Employment Service Agency
SMC - Scieptific Manpower Comm4ssion
SMSA- Standard Metropolitan Statistical' Area

TDHR. - Texas Department oftfluman Resources
TVA - Tennessee Valley Administration
TWQB - Texas Water Quality Board
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OTHER PUBLICATION. OF THE SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER 60MMISSION "
SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, TECHNICAL MANPOWER COMMENTS, periodical, 10/yr.-

$20-,01 per year; 2 yrs., 35.00; 3 yrs.,150.00

A monthly diges of current developments affecting the recruitment,

.
trOning.and utilization if scientific, engineering, and technical manpower.

Special sections include urrent informan on supply and demand, women and

Minorities in science, ed cation, pending legislation, federM agency activities,

salaries, and new publica ions of interest to producers and users of technical

manpower. -

. PROFESSIONAL OEN AND,MI ORITJES, A Manpowek D Re6Ouftee Service, June 1975,

$40.00. Continuing upda supplement service; $ .00 per year. .

.. ,, i

*This comprehensive 32O -page study publ Med in )975 for 65e by educa-

tional institutions, ind stry and government by' ughttogether for the first

time virtually all avail ble data on manpower at professional levels with

special emphasis-onwoMen and Minorities VIthe natural and social sciences,

engineering, aits, humanities, education and the prbfessfons:.
.

Ablisfied in se -leaf format with appropriate subject divider tabs,

the `four -part reference ok'includes basic iliformation on affirmative action';.

manpower data in al-Ifields from more 140 sources; annotated recruitment -

resources; a bibliography; and a comprehensive cross incex. ApprOxiiretely 400

tables,,lind.charts with-breakouts by sex and/or minority status provide data on

enrollments; dtgrees; and on general, academic and'federal workforce participa-

tion of women and minorities by field and subfield. Each data resource section,

arranged by? field; is supplemented with textual highlights of the datafand lists.

of specialized recruitment resources for women and minofitiesin that field.

A continuing subscription service updates and supplements the static-

. tics as new data beCome available. 1976 supplements were published in February.

and October, 1976.

SALARIES OF SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS, A- &many o6 Satety Surveys,

Seventh Edition, December 1975. 115.00-per copy. .0

A 412-page report presenting detailed informationon starting and

advanced,salaries in industry, government and educational institutions with

breakouts by field, highest degree, sex, years since first degree, age group,

category of employment,.work activity, type of employer., geographic area,

academic rank, Civil Service grade and grade distributions and level of respon-

.
sibility, with'some comparative salary data in non-technical fields. Includes

both published and,previously'unpublished data on,salaries for the period 1972-

.1975, with some trend data. beginning in 1961.

4 The seventh edition of.SA4ARIES OF SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS

A Summary oi Satalty SuAveys (December 1975, 1.06 +vi) includeS 128 tables and 11

charts..

For cdMpar'ing data back through 1111, copieS' of the Fifth (June 1971)

and Sixth Editiou (August 1973) are avails e, at reduced rates., .

a.
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TEST YOURSELF FOR SCIENCE, April 1971. Single copy, $1.00; 25 or more copies,
50t each.

IN , ID_

A novel career booklet to "test" a student's interests in various
fields,of science - chemistry, biology, mathematics, geology, physics and
engineering.

This 48 page program booklet guides students as they search for their
science career intere%t: 'Sources of additional information are included,

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CAREERS A BIBLIOGRAPHY, April 1974 Single copy,
$2,00; 25 or more, $1.00 each.

An extensive bibliography of career guidance information in science
and engineering, with complete source address, cost, etc. It is designed to

r help young people, their parents and their-guidance counselors to obtain accutW
and up-to-date information_ about careers inscience and engineering, including'
details on necessary training and professional employment opportunities. Secticps
on additional sourcres for obtaining career information, and a listing of sources
of tnformation on financial aid complete this comprehensive bibliography.'

SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR SCIENTISTS AND .ENGINEERS

A REVIEW CF SELECTED 1TODIES, by Betty M. Vetter
(Scientific Manpower Cpmmission, FettrulOy 1977,
54 o,').) is a p.Jblication used as background
information for this workshop. Copies aft
-available from SMC for $1.50 each.
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The Manpower Analysis and, Plantling Society,of Washington, .1). C. /

is an organization of individuals with professional concerns for manpower

planning. Any person utively engaged4or interested in the solution

of manppwer development and utilization problems is qualifed for

membership.

4

A

Eor further information or membership application, write to:

MANPOWER ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SOCIETY

P. O. Box 24180
Southwest Station
Washington, D. C. 20024


